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I. Leviticus 16 
The Book of Leviticus, situated in the middle of the Pentateuch, is a book concerned with                
summing up a great number of laws and rituals, said to have been given to Moses, primarily                 
relevant to priests. It is then also (mostly) thought to be part of the Priestly source, mostly dated                  
to the Exilic or Second Temple period, and as such likely concerned with either preservation or                
promotion of the function and information of the priests.  
 
As law book, the Book of Leviticus contains a considerable amount of material pertaining to sin,                
covering a great variety of types of behaviour that incur sin, methods for atonement,              
punishments, and ritual context for sin offering. As such, it provides great opportunity to closely               
analyse how sin is described in these texts - its nature, its function, and the way it affected and                   
interacted with Israelite society - for laws, whether religious or not, rarely exist in a vacuum.                
One of the most fascinating text with regard to sin is Leviticus 16, which describes in great detail                  
the ritual of Yom Kippur, nowadays often referred to as the Day of Atonement, and still a day of                   
great importance in Jewish religion. The ritual is concerned with ritually purging the Holy of               
Holies, where the Ark of the Covenant is kept, the sacrificial altar, and all of the Israelites,                 
including the priests, of sin and impurity in order to renew their relationship with God. Sin and                 
impurity are manipulated multiple times during this ritual, and as such, it may provide great               





A close translation and analysis of the most relevant and interesting points in this translation is                
needed to gain a thorough understanding of how Leviticus 16 engages with the topic of impurity                
and the community. Some areas of the translation that require more in-depth discussion to gain a                
clear understanding of the overall meaning of the chapter are discussed following the             
translations. These include key concepts such as ​kipper and ​azazel​, of which the meaning is not                
entirely certain and which yet play a very significant part in the ritual, as well as a discussion of                   
the structure and possible origins of the text, and the intended application of the ritual. The first                 
is necessary to gain an understanding of what is going on in the text and to justify the translation                   
provided. The structure and origins of the text, on the other hand, provide historical concepts, as                
well as explaining certain anomalies in style. Finally, the application of the ritual is key to                







ןֹ֑רֲהאַ יֵ֣נְבּ יֵ֖נְשׁ תוֹ֔מ יֵ֣רֲחאַ הֶֹ֔שׁמ־לֶא ֙הָוהְי רֵ֤בַּדְַיו​ 1         
הֶֹשׁמ־לֶא הָ֜והְי רֶמאַֹ֨יּו 2 ׃וּתֻֽמַָיּו הָ֖והְי־יֵנְפִל םָ֥תָבְרָקְבּ       
שֶׁדֹ֔קַּה־לֶא ֙תֵע־לָכְב אֹ֤בָי־לאְַו ָ֒ךיִחאָ ןֹ֣רֲהאַ־לֶא ֮רֵבַּדּ      
אֹ֣לְו ֹ֙ןראָָה־לַע רֶ֤שֲׁא תֶרֹ֜פַּכַּה יֵ֨נְפּ־לֶא תֶכֹ֑רָפַּל תיֵ֖בִּמ       
ןֹ֖רֲהאַ אֹ֥בָי תאֹ֛זְבּ 3 ׃תֶרֹֽפַּכַּה־לַע הֶ֖אָרֵא ןָ֔נָעֶֽבּ יִ֚כּ תוּ֔מָי         
׃הָֹֽלעְל   לִי֥אְַו   תאָ֖טַּחְל   רָ֛קָבּ־ןֶבּ    רַ֧פְבּ    שֶׁדֹ֑קַּה־לֶא 
 
 1 ​The Lord spoke to Moses following the        
death of two of the sons of Aaron , who         1
died when they approached​3 before the      2
Lord. ​2 The Lord said to Moses: tell your         
brother Aaron that he is not to come​4        
whenever he chooses​5 into the Shrine      
behind the veil​6 before the ​kapporet​7​,      
which is on the Ark, lest he die; for as the           
cloud I appear on the ​kapporet​8​. ​3 In this         
way only​9 shall Aaron come into the       
Shrine: with a bull of the herd for a sin          
offering, and a ram for a burnt offering.  
        3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 ​This is a reference to Lev 10. Although it is possible that the intention was to provide an example                   
of the exact type of situation that might prompt the performance of the ritual that follows - suggesting that                   
it was a rite performed in reaction to particular incidents, rather than (as part of) an annually scheduled                  
holiday - it might also be more of an origin story, an explanation of the first time a situation occurred that                     
prompted the need for ritual like this, tying a possibly newer rite in with the older stories around it, to                    
emphasise its legitimacy. See section I.C for further discussion.  
In either case, it connects the events of Lev 16 to those of Lev 10 temporally, suggesting they                  
followed immediately upon the events of that chapter, and that Lev 16 was intended to be placed closer to                   
Lev 10 in the book as well. This would also help explain the waw-consecutive opening of Lev 16, which                   
something that would suggest a continuation from the previous chapter, rather than a ritual standing on its                 
own. As such, Lev 11-15 might be set apart from Lev 16 as a later addition that was put between Lev 10                      
and 16 (Stackert NRSV 166), or the opening verses of Lev 16 might have been the later addition in an                    
attempt to give the ritual a more solid grounding in tradition. That would raise the question of whether the                   
chapter would not just have been moved or inserted right after Lev 10, however, and it seems more                  
probable that it is the other chapters that are a later change. 
2 ​This introduces a clause explaining the circumstances of the particular death discussed. A more              
literal translation from Hebrew into English such as '​The Lord spoke to Moses following the death of two                  
the sons of Aaron when they approached before the Lord and died​' would feel awkward in English due to                   
second half sounding like it might be occurring simultaneously with the first part of the sentence. Although                 
the first part of the sentence does imply that the second half already happened, there are more natural                  
ways to convey this in English. Inserting "which occurred when...", would allow the rest of the sentence to                  
stay the same and the original antecedent of the clause to be maintained, however, a relative clause                 
starting with "who" combined with a slight change in word order, while changing the subject of the clause                  
from their deaths to the sons themselves, would require less insertion, and sounds more natural in                
English. Furthermore, this construction shows more clearly the causality in the events, rather than just               
their order, thereby more fully capturing the use of the waw-consecutive. 
3 ​In an attempt to capture the unlawful nature of their approach, Milgrom chooses to use 'encroach'                
so as to not reveal what exactly made the approach unlawful as this will be explained in the next verse                    




1989). This seems to imply that their fault was in their proximity, rather than their manner of approach.                  
Considering that unlawfulness of approach is not reflected in the Hebrew at this point, it does not seem                  
necessary to change the translation from its exact meaning. Afterall, the next verse will explain exactly                
what went wrong. By leaving 'approach', the parallel between their unlawful method of approaching, and               
the lawful one explained in the rest of the chapter is made more clear, as this way it is emphasised that it                      
is the same action - just the manner is different. Using 'encroach', 'draw too close', or similar, changes the                   
actual activity rather than just its execution. 
4 ​Although ​Milgrom argues that in this case, the imperative refers to a warning, rather than a                
prohibition (Milgrom 1991, 1012), לאַ in construction with an imperative may be used for durative               
commands as well as immediate ones (Lambdin 1973, 114). In this context, a durative prohibition of                
entering "whenever he chooses", not of entering in general, seems to be the intention. After all, the                 
intention of the chapter seems to be to convey that the priest should ​never enter the Holy of Holies                   
without an approved cause, and proper preparations. 
5 ​Literally ​'at (just) any time'. The more literal translation emphasises the temporal aspect of the               
ritual, as would make sense if the intention were to emphasise that it is only on the annual day of Yom                     
Kippur that the High Priest may do this, however, as is discussed in section I.D, the temporal part of the                    
ritual was likely a later addition. The initial 'right time' for the ritual would have been dependent on                  
circumstances, rather than date. The way to convey this closest to the Hebrew, "in just any situation", is                  
rather clunky English. Levine translates the phrase as "at will" (Levine 1973, 100), but this removes the                 
'whenever' aspect entirely, which does not make sense as the High Priest is, in fact, allowed to perform                  
the ritual and enter if he wants to, as long as the proper procedure is followed. Incorporating 'whenever'                  
as Milgrom does (Milgrom 1991, 1012), emphasises that there are times when he may want to enter, and                  
it is permitted, but not ​all​ the time.  
6 ​This unusual expression has doubled up on the description. The area behind the veil or curtains                
is usually named the Holy of Holies, while the word that is used to refer to that area here, שֶׁ֔דֹקַּה, is in P                       
more often used to refer to the outer shrine rather than the inner. In order to emphasise the difference,                   
shrine when referring to the inner shrine has been capitalised. Milgrom takes this unusual word choice as                 
a sign that this part of the text does not belong to P (Milgrom 1991, 1013). He argues that the                    
specification of 'behind the veil' is an additional clarification added for people not used to this uncommon                 
expression.  
7 ​kapporet refers to the top or lid of the Ark. It is unclear what the exact meaning and origin of the                     
word is, although its similarity to the word ​kipper - often translated as to atone, see section I.B on ​kipper -                     
suggests the two might be related. It might be that the object received this name due to its importance in                    
this ritual which is so concerned with kippur, and the forgiveness that follows. Hence the common                
translation that relates it to mercy (Milgrom 1991, 1014; Levine 1989, 100) is 'mercy seat'. As the relation                  
between the two terms is still speculative, and furthermore, atonement and mercy are even more               
tangentially related, it seems more important to highlight it as the name of the particular object than to                  
incorporate a possible etymology. Therefore it has been left untranslated. 
8 ​Interpretations are split on whether this refers to the cloud of incense that is used as a screen to                   
protect the high priest from being in too close proximity to the deity, or the cloud in which the deity                    
manifests. Milgrom argues for the former, pointing out that there is no prohibition against seeing God as                 
the cloud manifestation, and arguing that this phrase was added later in to emphasise the importance of                 
this screen as protection (Milgrom 1991, 1014-5). His evidence for this claim is rather weak, because, as                 
Levine points out, in the current verse the presence of God is supposed to be extremely dangerous, while                  
the cloud is present (Levine 1989, 101). If the cloud was referring to the screen instead, rather than (part                   
of) the manifestation of God, and the screen's purpose is to protect, it would diminish either the danger of                   
entering or the protective power of the screen. It makes more sense then for the cloud to be a part of                     
God's manifestation. A regular part, in fact, as the use of the imperfect with regard to God's appearance                  
suggests it is a habitual action. For further discussion see section I.D on ​the presence of God​. 
9 ​The Hebrew includes an emphatic expression emphasising that this is the correct (and only) way               




֒וֹרָשְׂבּ־לַע​ וּ֣יְהִי ֮דַב־יֵסְנְכ ִֽמוּ שָׁ֗בְּלִי שֶׁדֹ֜ק דַ֨בּ־תֶנֹֽתְכּ​ 4        
םֵ֔ה שֶׁדֹ֣ק־יֵדְגִבּ ףֹ֑נְצִי דַ֖בּ תֶפֶ֥נְצִמְבוּ רֹ֔גְּחַי ֙דַבּ טֵ֥נְבאְַבוּ        
יֵ֣נְבּ ֙תַדֲע תֵאֵמוּ 5 ׃ם ָֽשֵׁבְלוּ וֹ֖רָשְׂבּ־תֶא םִיַ֛מַּבּ ץַ֥חָרְו        
דָ֖חֶא לִי֥אְַו תאָ֑טַּחְל םיִ֖זִּע יֵ֥ריִעְשׂ־יֵֽנְשׁ חַ֛קִּי לֵ֔אָרְשִׂי       
וֹ֑ל־רֶשֲׁא תאָ֖טַּחַה רַ֥פּ־תֶא ןֹ֛רֲהאַ ביִ֧רְקִהְו 6 ׃הָֹֽלעְל       
םִ֑ריִעְשַּׂה יֵ֣נְשׁ־תֶא חַ֖קָלְו 7 ׃ וֹֽתיֵבּ דַ֥עְבוּ וֹ֖דֲעַבּ רֶ֥פִּכְו        
 4 ​He shall put on a sacral linen tunic,         10 11
wear linen drawers against his skin, gird       
himself with a linen sash, and put on a         12
linen turban. They are sacral vestments; he       
shall bathe his body in water before he puts         
them on. ​5 ​From the Israelite community he        
shall then take two male goats for a sin         13 14
offering and one ram for a burnt offering. 
6 ​Aaron shall present his own bull       
for the sin offering to ​kipper ​for himself        15
and for his household. ​7 ​He shall take the         
10 ​The sequence of actions taken by Aaron to get dressed are all passive with the articles of clothing                  
as the subject in the Hebrew text. Changing them to active verbs in the translation and making Aaron the                   
subject of each avoids unintended wordiness, and works better for the less frequent use of passive in                 
English. 
11 The significance of the High Priest's linen garb may be interpreted in several ways. Milgrom               
suggests that the linen either refers to the fact that the High Priest should be dressed like angels (Ezek                   
9:2-3, 11; 10:2; Dan 10:6) since entering the holy of holies bears similarity to entering the heavenly                 
council, or that the intention is to humble the priest, either to avoid accusations from Satan about dressing                  
up as a god, or to go through stripping himself of the signs of his status in order to deserve reinstatement.                     
While Milgrom argues that the first is the most likely since there are still several differences between                 
normal priest dress and what is described here - primarily the turban is what only high priests wear, and                   
his sash is pure instead of mixed wool (Milgrom 1991, 1016) - arguably it might only have been the                   
decorations that need to be removed, not every single thing that hints at the priest's status in order to                   
humble the priest. It is also possible that being clothed in purely linen would suggest a higher level of                   
purity. The separation of different materials and qualities is a recurring theme in Levitical purity laws, as                 
Mary Douglas discusses in ​Purity and Danger. A garment made of purely the same material could,                
therefore, be argued to represent a higher level of purity, which would be of great importance, one might                  
think, when entering an extremely holy space and the presence of God. 
The act of the High Priest dressing in humbling garb also bears resemblance to the requirements                
for the king's dress in the Akitu festival. See section I.D on ​the Akitu festival​. 
12 ​Literally 'wrap himself with', which in English is more commonly referred to as 'putting on'.  
13 ​Usually these goats are brought by people themselves, unless they were 'wanton, presumptuous             
sinners', according to Milgrom (Milgrom 1991, 1018). As such, it creates an interesting parallel with               
Babylonian Nashe Hymn, which bans people wilfully disobedient of ritual and moral requirements from              
fully participating in the new year's festival. See section I.D on ​the​ ​Akitu festival. 
14 ​According to Levine, usually bigger animals were involved in community sin offerings (Levine             
1989, 101), and he states that it is unclear why both goats here are referred to as intended for a sin                     
offering. As it has not yet been decided which goat will actually end up being used for the sin offering, the                     
intention is to show their potential purpose, or to simply suggest that both are definitely still involved in the                   
process of the sin offering to come. 




ןַ֧תְָנו 8 ׃דֵֽעוֹמ לֶהֹ֥א חַתֶ֖פּ הָ֔והְי יֵ֣נְפִל ֙םָֹתא דיִ֤מֱעֶהְו         
הָ֔והיַל ֙דָחֶא לָ֤רוֹגּ תוֹ֑לָרוֹגּ םִ֖ריִעְשַּׂה יֵ֥נְשׁ־לַע ןֹ֛רֲהאַ       
ריִ֔עָשַּׂה־תֶא ֹ֙ןרֲהאַ ביִ֤רְקִהְו 9 ׃לֵֽזאָזֲעַל דָ֖חֶא לָ֥רוְֹגו       
10 ׃תאָֽטַּח וּהָ֖שָׂעְו הָ֑והיַל לָ֖רוֹגַּה ויָ֛לָע הָ֥לָע רֶ֨שֲׁא        
יַ֛ח־דַמֳעָֽי לֵ֔זאָזֲעַל ֙לָרוֹגַּה ויָ֤לָע הָ֨לָע ֩רֶשֲׁא ריִ֗עָשַּׂהְו       
׃הָרָֽבְּדִמַּה לֵ֖זאָזֲעַל וֹֹ֛תא חַ֥לַּשְׁל ויָ֑לָע רֵ֣פַּכְל הָ֖והְי יֵ֥נְפִל        
רֶ֥פִּכְו וֹ֔ל־רֶשֲׁא ֙תאָטַּחַֽה רַ֤פּ־תֶא ןֹ֜רֲהאַ ביִ֨רְקִהְו 11       
two male goats and present them before       16
the Lord at the entrance of the Tent of         
Meeting, ​8 ​and then Aaron shall place lots        17
upon the two goats, one lot for the Lord and          
one lot for ​azazel . ​9 ​Aaron shall bring        18
forward the goat designated by the lot of        19
the Lord, to make a sin offering ; ​10 while         20
the goat designated by the lot of ​azazel ​shall         
be stationed alive before the Lord to       21
kipper by sending it off to ​azazel​, to the         
wilderness.  
11 ​Aaron shall present his own bull       
for the sin offering to ​kipper for himself and         
16 ​T​his verb is usually used to describe the action of people being placed near the altar before                 
purificatory rites on their behalf, in order to be judged by God with regard to whether they were deserving                   
of purification (Levine 1989, 102). The goats are similar in this regard, presented for God to decide which                  
of the two is deserving of performing which role in the purification of the people. This is interesting, as a                    
significant part of the modern use of the term scapegoat seems to be the fact that the victim is not, in fact,                      
deserving of their fate. This emphasises that God is judging these goats, and determines their fate.  
17 ​The use of ​natan in this verse is rather unique, according to Milgrom, who speculates it may be                  
about their disposition rather than determination, as 'al' also suggests (Milgrom 1991, 1019). This fits well                
with the above reading of 'presented', hence the choice for 'placing' rather than 'casting' lots. 
18 ​The ל​- prefix in ֔הָוהיַל and לֵֽזאָזֲעַל signifies property, informing the audience who or what each lot                 
belongs to, or is dedicated to. By construction, a parallel between God and Azazel is formed, which may                  
suggest that both belong to a similar category of things. ​See section I.B on ​azazel for a more detailed                   
discussion on the translation of ​azazel​, and the importance of this parallel. 
19 ​Literally 'on which the lot belonging to the Lord was raised'. The lots, as mentioned above, are                 
most likely literally placed on the goats, as the use of ​natan and ​al suggest. As such, the goat in question                     
would have been designated and recognisable by that particular lot. 
20 ​Although it could be argued that the ultimate purpose of these offerings seems to be purgation of                 
purification, and that as such, a term like purification offering as used my Milgrom (Milgrom 1991, 1022) is                  
more suitable, it should be noted that the other offerings, such as the burnt offerings also serve the                  
purpose of purgation in this chapter. In those cases their particular purpose needs to be clarified, and it,                  
therefore, might be argued that since the offering in verse 9, and similar, do not need such clarification,                  
purgation must be part of the terminology itself. To maintain clarity, however, and make it clear that not all                   
offerings effecting purgation are included in the purification or purgation offerings, it has been translated               
as 'sin offering' nevertheless. 
21 ​The structure of the sentence sets up a contrast between the fates of the two goats. Like before,                  
both goats are in a way presented to God, however, this time one will remain alive, and the other will be                     
sacrificed. This sentence also further emphasises that despite having been designated by the lot of               
Azazel it is God whom he faces in order to effect purgation, and God who is primarily addressed by this                    
ritual, as well as the only one actually there taking part in the ritual. The lot, and possibly destination of the                     




׃וֹֽל־רֶשֲׁא תאָ֖טַּחַֽה רַ֥פּ־תֶא טַ֛חָשְׁו וֹ֑תיֵבּ דַ֣עְבוּ וֹ֖דֲעַֽבּ       
יֵ֣נְפִלִּמ ַ֙חֵ֙בְּזִמַּה לַ֤עֵמ שֵׁ֞א־יֵלֲחַֽגּ הָתְּחַמַּ֠ה־אֹֽלְמ חַ֣קָלְו 12       
תיֵ֥בִּמ איִ֖בֵהְו הָ֑קַּדּ םיִ֖מַּס תֶרֹ֥טְק ויָ֔נְפָח אֹ֣לְמוּ הָ֔והְי        
הָ֑והְי יֵ֣נְפִל שֵׁ֖אָה־לַע תֶרֹ֛טְקַּה־תֶֽא ןַ֧תְָנו 13 ׃תֶכֹֽרָפַּל       
תוּ֖דֵעָה־לַע ֥רֶשֲׁא תֶרֹ֛פַּכַּה־תֶא תֶרֹ֗טְקַּה ןַ֣נֲע ׀ הָ֣סִּכְו       
יֵ֥נְפּ־לַע וֹ֛עָבְּצֶאְב הָ֧זִּהְו רָ֔פַּה םַ֣דִּמ ֙חַקָלְו 14 ׃תוּֽמָי אֹ֥לְו         
םיִ֛מָעְפּ־עַב ֶֽשׁ הֶַ֧זּי תֶרֹ֗פַּכַּה יֵ֣נְפִלְו הָמְדֵ֑ק תֶרֹ֖פַּכַּה      
׃וֹֽעָבְּצֶאְבּ םָ֖דַּה־ןִמ 
for his household , and he shall slaughter       22
his bull of the sin offering . ​12 He shall         23
take a panful of fiery coals from the altar         24
before the Lord and two handfuls​26 of       25
finely ground aromatic incense, and he shall       
bring these behind the veil. ​13 ​Then, he        
shall put the incense on the fire before the         
Lord so that the cloud of incense​27 may        
cover the [Ark of the] Pact​28​, lest he die. ​14          
He shall take some of the blood of the bull          
and sprinkle it with his finger on​29 the        
kapporet on the east side; and in front of the          
kapporet he shall sprinkle some of the       
blood with his finger seven times. 
  26
22 ​The first half of this verse is exactly the same as the entirety of verse 6. Levine argues in favour                    
of a change in translation of the verse in spite of this, as while the words are the same, their actual                     
meaning is somewhat different: in verse 6, the bull is presented to God and judged for its suitability before                   
being designated for its intended purpose - the sin offering of Aaron (Levine 1989, 104). In verse 11 on                   
the other hand, the bull is slaughtered and prepared for the sacrifice in verse 25. While Levine's                 
arguments for this difference in intended meaning are convincing, the repetitive nature of the phrase is                
lost, thereby losing a key-marker of the structure of the passage. For the repetition is clearly no accident -                   
as Milgrom points out, the purposive waw before ​kipper which is justified in verse 6 in order to inform the                    
audience of the other priest's inclusion in the purgation (Milgrom 1991, 1018-9), is repeated again in                
verse 11 as well, despite performing no clear function here. Furthermore, there is, in fact, a clear                 
difference between verse 6 and 11, as verse 11 continues past the point of presentation. As such, it                  
seems clear enough that a different instance is being discussed, and there is no need to remove the                  
marker of repetitive resumption in order to improve the clarity of the phrases' meaning. 
23 ​As the bull has been officially judged by God and designated for the sin offering, he is from this                   
point referred to using a construction that emphasises this designation​ (Levine 1989, 104).  
24 ​This is a unit of measurement, ​referring to the amount of coals required to fill a censer or                  
'fire-pans' for burning incense (Milrom 1991, 1024-5; Levine 1989, 104). 
25 ​The phrase 'altar before the Lord' is used both to refer to the incense altar, and the altar in the                    
tabernacle court at times. The one referred to here is most likely the latter, as that is only that altar that                     
had a perpetual fire (Milgrom 1991, 1025; Levine 1989, 104), and as such could provide coals that could                  
be described as fiery or burning. The unusual double use of a proposition to signify 'before' complements                 
the use of the more commonly occurring double preposition ֤לַעֵמ earlier in the phrase ​(Milgrom 1991,                
1025). 
26 ​The handfuls function as a unit of measurement, similar to the 'panful'. Unlike with the panful and                 
use of a pan, however, the incense was most likely not actually carried in the hands, as this would leave                    
no hands free to carry the pan. The last part of verse 12 suggests both the incense and the coals were to                      
be brought behind the veil simultaneously, so carrying each one by one would not be possible. ​According                 
to rabbinic tradition, a ladle was used instead of the actual hands, which has precedent in, for example,                  




     27 28 29
27 ​There is considerable debate about the exact order of the steps with regard to the lighting of the                  
incense, the production of the could, and its nature. The way in which the cloud is produced is important                   
as it would clarify the exact function of this cloud, which in turn also connects to the question of whether                    
the cloud referred to in verse 13 is the same as the one mentioned in the second verse. Since the cloud in                      
verse 2 is the manifestation of God's presence, this is not a question easily dismissed - if the cloud                   
referred to is the cloud of incense, does this mean that God is not, in fact, always present on the Ark, or                      
does the cloud merely transform his manifestation to make it possible for the High Priest to enter? The                  
nature of God's presence is discussed in more detail in section ​I.D on ​the presence of God​. 
28 ​Literally 'cover the Pact'. The pact referred to is the Covenant. Here, 'Pact', is most likely an                 
ellipsis for the phrase "the Ark of the Pact" which is used more frequently in the Book of Exodus (Milgrom                    
1991, 1031; Levine, 104). In order to clarify that is not, in fact, the covenant or the tablets of the covenant                     
directly that require coverage (as they would presumably be inside the ark, and as such covered by it                  
already), the full phrase is included. 
29 ​Literally 'on the face (or surface) of'. Although the rabbinic interpretation of the phrase              
emphasises that it is not the intention for the blood to actually touch the Ark according to Milgrom, he                   
suggests that since it would be too dark to ensure that the blood does or does not cover the Ark itself, the                      
preposition used will be correct either way (Milgrom 1991, 1031-2). When the contact of the blood with the                  
space and items to be purified is relevant for determining its efficacy, however, the exact places it touches                  
should be relevant. This is solved by assuming that the Ark itself would not need purification, and that the                   
blood coming in touch with any other part of the space would do to purify the space itself, or by                    
considering the Ark as a part of the space to such an extent that it would be purified simultaneously as                    
pars pro toto. If the former is the case, this would raise questions with regard to the infectious nature of                    
sin and impurity, especially if one is to argue that part of the reason the ritual was performed was to avoid                     
the space becoming too tainted and thereby driving away the presence of God. As such, the propositions                 
used here and their interpretation are, in fact, not to be overlooked. The usage of the preposition 'al' both                   






























וֹ֔מָדּ־תֶא ֙איִבֵהְו םָ֔עָל רֶ֣שֲׁא ֙תאָטַּחַֽה ריִ֤עְשׂ־תֶא טַ֞חָשְׁו​ 15        
רָ֔פַּה םַ֣דְל ֙הָשָׂע רֶ֤שֲׁאַכּ וֹמָדּ־תֶא הָ֣שָׂעְו תֶכֹ֑רָפַּל תיֵ֖בִּמ־לֶא        
רֶ֣פִּכְו 16 ׃תֶרֹֽפַּכַּה יֵ֥נְפִלְו תֶרֹ֖פַּכַּה־לַע וֹֹ֛תא הָ֥זִּהְו       
םֶ֖היֵעְשִׁפִּמוּ לֵ֔אָרְשִׂי יֵ֣נְבּ ֹ֙תאְמֻטִּמ שֶׁדֹ֗קַּה־לַע     
ְךוֹ֖תְבּ םָ֔תִּא ןֵֹ֣כשַּׁה דֵ֔עוֹמ לֶהֹ֣אְל ֙הֶשֲׂעַי ןֵ֤כְו םָ֑תֹאטַּח־לָכְל        
וֹֹ֛אבְבּ דֵ֗עוֹמ לֶהֹ֣אְבּ ׀ הֶ֣יְהִי־ֹאל םָ֞דאָ־לָכְו 17 ׃םָֹֽתאְמֻט        
דַ֖עְבוּ וֹ֔תיֵבּ דַ֣עְבוּ ֙וֹדֲעַבּ רֶ֤פִּכְו וֹ֑תאֵצ־דַע שֶׁדֹ֖קַּבּ רֵ֥פַּכְל        
׃לֵֽאָרְשִׂי לַ֥הְק־לָכּ  
 15 ​He shall then slaughter the      
people's goat for the sin offering, bring its        
blood behind the veil, and do the same        30
with its blood as he did with the blood of          
the bull: he shall sprinkle it on the ​kapporet         
and before the ​kapporet​. ​16 ​Thus he shall        
kipper the Shrine of the impurity and       
transgressions of the Israelites, including     
any of their sins​31​, and he shall do the same          
for the Tent of Meeting, which abides with        
them in the midst of their impurity​32​. ​17 ​No         
one shall be in the Tent of Meeting when         
he goes in to ​kipper in the Shrine, until he          
comes out. Thus​33 he shall ​kipper for       
himself, for his household, and for the       
entire congregation of Israel.  
    31 32 33
30 ​Although Milgrom argues that this is referring to the treatment or the manipulation of the blood                
(Milgrom 1991, 1033), using a word such as 'manipulate' seems to suggest further treatment of the blood                 
should be done by the priest than the Hebrew suggests. The treatment here is the act of sprinkling as was                    
done with the blood of the bull in verse 14. The phrasing 'do the same as you did' conveys this in a more                       
plain and concise manner, leaving little room for misunderstanding. 
31 ​The relationship between the impurities, transgressions, and sins is somewhat unclear in this             
verse. The ל- prefix in לָכְל adds an inclusive aspect - any, or whatever sins the Israelites may have, the                    
Shrine shall be purged from them. Whether the sins are the cause of (some of) the impurities as Milgrom                   
argues (Milgrom 1991, 1033), or if sinfulness is a form of impurity as according to Levine (Levine 1989,                  
105) cannot be clearly discerned from this verse. In relation to the repeated part of the verse in Lev 16:21,                    
however, it is notable that it is only the impurities which are left out and replaced. This suggests that sin                    
and impurity are at least not ​entirely the same thing. Sin in verse 21 is included in iniquities and                   
transgressions, and, therefore, cannot be purely a form of impurity. This is not to say that sin may not                   
cause​ impurity, but it cannot be the impurity itself. 
32 ​The Tent of Meeting apparently requires purification due to existing in proximity to the impurity of                
the Israelites. This explicitly emphasises the polluting quality of impurity, as well as the tent's connection                
to God, who abides among the Israelites so to say via this tent. Drawing attention to the fact that the                    
Israelites are polluting the tent, may also be intended to emphasise that their pollution is affecting their                 
connection to God. 
33 ​The waw here functions to conclude by pointing out the ultimate purpose of everything that has                
been outlined before it, similarly to verse 16, but now emphasising whose impurities, etc. have been                





חַ֞קָלְו ויָ֑לָע רֶ֣פִּכְו הָ֖והְי־יֵֽנְפִל רֶ֥שֲׁא ַחֵ֛בְּזִמַּה־לֶא אָצְָיו​ 18        
׃ביִֽבָס ַחֵ֖בְּזִמַּה תוֹ֥נְרַק־לַע ןַ֛תְָנו ריִ֔עָשַּׂה םַ֣דִּמוּ ֙רָפַּה םַ֤דִּמ        
וֹ֣רֲהִטְו םיִ֑מָעְפּ עַבֶ֣שׁ וֹ֖עָבְּצֶאְבּ םָ֛דַּה־ןִמ ויָ֧לָע הָ֨זִּהְו 19        
רֵ֣פַּכִּמ ֙הָלִּכְו 20 ׃לֵֽאָרְשִׂי יֵ֥נְבּ תֹ֖אְמֻטִּמ וֹ֔שְׁדִּקְו       
ביִ֖רְקִהְו ַחֵ֑בְּזִמַּה־תֶאְו דֵ֖עוֹמ לֶהֹ֥א־תֶאְו שֶׁדֹ֔קַּה־תֶא     
[כ ֹודָי] יֵ֣תְּשׁ־תֶא ןֹ֜רֲהאַ ְךַ֨מָסְו 21 ׃יָֽחֶה ריִ֥עָשַּׂה־תֶא        
ויָ֗לָע הָ֣דַּוְתִהְו ֒יַחַה ֮ריִעָשַּׂה שׁאֹ֣ר לַ֨ע (ק ויָ֗דָי)        
םֶ֖היֵעְשִׁפּ־לָכּ־תֶאְו לֵ֔אָרְשִׂי יֵ֣נְבּ ֹ֙תנֺוֲע־לָכּ־תֶא    
 18 ​Following this, he shall come out to the         
altar before the Lord , and ​kipper upon it: he         34
shall take some of the blood of the bull and          
of the goat and apply it on the horns around          
the altar; ​19 ​then he shall sprinkle the blood         
on it with his finger seven times . Thus he         35
shall cleanse it from the impurity of the        
Israelites and consecrate it . 36
20 ​When he has finished ​kipper-​ing      
the Shrine, the Tent of Meeting, and the        
altar, he shall bring the live goat forward.        37
21 ​Aaron shall lean both his hands on the         38
head of the live goat and confess over it all          39
the iniquities and transgressions of the      
34 ​As mentioned for verse 12, this expression can also be used to signify the sacrificial altar. As this                  
is the altar that stands outside the tent, and the High Priest has to 'come out', this is most likely the                     
intended meaning.  
35 ​Note that as opposed to the purification of the Holy of Holies, here only the altar is sprinkled with                   
blood while the rest of the ritual stays the same. The difference between the two spaces most likely to                   
justify this difference in practice, is the fact that the Holy of Holies is referred to as 'most sacred' by P, as                      
is the sacrificial altar, while the space in which the altar stands is only referred to as 'sacred' (Milgrom                   
1991, 1036). This suggests that the level of sacredness of an object determines its need to be purified. As                   
the level of sacredness seems largely determined by the objects proximity to and interaction with God,                
this suggests that the effect of impurity (or the need to remove it) is also affected by this proximity.  
36 ​After having been cleansed, the altar requires consecration - an act that is more commonly               
performed when initially dedicating a sacred place or object (Levine 1989, 106). This means that by                
becoming impure, the sacredness or relationship between the altar and God - which is established by                
consecration - has been harmed. Milgrom also argues that the blood referred to in verse 19 must                 
furthermore be a mixture of the bull and goat blood, as the text does not suggest that the High Priest is to                      
sprinkle each separately, which would mean that this time the blood is manipulated twice, once for                
purification and once for consecration (Milgrom 1991, 1037). 
37 ​This refers to the goat designated by the lot of Azazel. By referring to it as the live goat, the                    
contrast, and thus connection, to the goat which was designated for God and sacrificed is further                
emphasised. 
38 ​For sacrifices, usually only one hand is used, and as such specifying that the High Priest must                 
use both his hands, further emphasises that the Azazel rite is not, in fact, a sacrifice according to Milgrom                   
(Milgrom 1991, 1041). More detailed discussion on this can be found in section I.B on ​azazel. 
39 ​The verb meaning confession, ֣הָדַּוְתִהְו, means 'to reveal oneself' according to Levine (Levine             
1989, 106). As such, it is associated strongly with exposure. Levine argues that this exposure makes the                 




חַ֛לִּשְׁו ריִ֔עָשַּׂה שׁאֹ֣ר־לַע ֙םָֹתא ןַ֤תְָנו םָ֑תֹאטַּח־לָכְל      
ויָ֛לָע ריִ֥עָשַּׂה אָ֨שְָׂנו 22 ׃הָרָֽבְּדִמַּה יִ֖תִּע שׁיִ֥א־דַיְבּ       
ריִ֖עָשַּׂה־תֶא חַ֥לִּשְׁו הָ֑רֵזְגּ ץֶרֶ֣א־לֶא םָֹ֖תנֺוֲע־לָכּ־תֶא     
׃רָֽבְּדִמַּבּ 
Israelites, including all of their sins , putting      40
them on the head of the goat. He shall then           41
send it off into the wilderness through a        42
designated man . ​22 ​Thus the goat shall       43
carry away upon itself all of their iniquities        44
to an inaccessible region when it is set free        45
 in the wilderness. 46
 
40 ​This is the same wording used when referring to the purging of the Shrine in verse 16, except that                   
֙תֹנוֲֹע - iniquities - replaces impurities. This suggests one or both of two things. First, that impurity (by                  
pollution) requires a different thing from sin and transgressions, and, therefore, cannot be quite the same                
thing as the other two. Secondly, that the purging of the Shrine is different from the purging of the people.                    
The earlier part of the ritual was clearly intended to cleanse sacred objects and places from the pollution                  
caused by sin and impurity received indirectly. The people would most likely stand closer to the source of                  
impurity, but simultaneously do not exist in as close proximity of God and, therefore, may require a lesser                  
degree of purity. These factors may all contribute to the reason why the sins, transgressions, and                
iniquities of the people need separate and different purging than what has been seen earlier in the                 
chapter.  
41 ​Literally 'and puts'. Since no mention is made of any particular action to accompany putting the                
sins on the head of the goat, and the priest's hands are already on the head of the goat, it seems likely                      
that rather than describing two entirely separate, consecutive events, confession is the means through              
which the sins are enabled to be placed on the head of the goat, their grip on the people loosened by                     
exposure. 
42 ​Elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, the wilderness or desert is described as a place where no people                 
live (Job 38:26; Jer 22:6; 51:43), and which is infertile (Milgrom 1991, 1045). As such, by sending the goat                   
to this, it may be implied that pollution from sin needs either people, fertility (to pollution), or proximity in                   
order to spread. 
43 ​Literally 'a timely (or ready) man', although the exact meaning of that phrase is uncertain (Milgrom                
1991, 1045; Levine 1989, 106). As it is at the least a man other than the High Priest, which is intended to                      
perform this task, the word 'designated' has been used here. 
44 ​For further discussion on this wording and the effects on sin, see section II.B on ​sin as weight. 
45 Literally 'a cutoff land', here referring to the wilderness mentioned before. Milgrom interprets this              
as meaning a place from which the goat will not be able to return (Milgrom 1991, 1046), however, it might                    
also imply isolation in the sense of other people being unable to reach the goat, and as such get                   
contaminated by the sin. To be cut off from a community implies a lack of access from both sides. One                    
place that could be described as this, and has been in Akkadian rituals according to Milgrom, is death. In                   
fact, Milgrom points out that in Akkadian words for wilderness are also used to signify the underworld and                  
the home of demons. 
46 ​The phrasing in this verse ​is unclear as to whether the goat is set free once the sins are carried                    
off, by removing them, or while them carrying off. If the former, the transfer of sins away from the people,                    
rather than loading them unto the goat, is enough for removal. Levine argues that to be set free most                   
likely just means driving the animal away (Levine 1989, 107), while according to Milgrom, it is less the                  
performed action, and more the moment in time signified by it which is of relevance to the passage                  
(Milgrom 1991, 1046). Without any such relevance, the phrase would be redundant, so there must be a                 
difference between sending the goat away, and sending it as well as setting it free. Milgrom argues that                  
'in' the wilderness refers to the time that the priest can continue the ritual, and that this clause is the                    
protasis of verse 23. This would be confirmed by the rabbinical reference to telling the high priest when                  




דָ֔בַּה יֵ֣דְגִבּ־תֶא ֙טַשָׁפוּ דֵ֔עוֹמ לֶהֹ֣א־לֶא ֹ֙ןרֲהאַ אָ֤בוּ 23        
ץַ֨חָרְו 24 ׃ם ָֽשׁ םָ֖חיִנִּהְו שֶׁדֹ֑קַּה־לֶא וֹֹ֣אבְבּ שַׁ֖בָל רֶ֥שֲׁא        
אָ֗צְָיו ויָ֑דָגְבּ־תֶא שַׁ֖בָלְו שׁוֹ֔דָק םוֹ֣קָמְבּ ֙םִיַ֙מַּב וֹ֤רָשְׂבּ־תֶא       
׃םָֽעָה דַ֥עְבוּ וֹ֖דֲעַבּ רֶ֥פִּכְו םָ֔עָה תַֹ֣לע־תֶאְו ֙וֹתָלֹֽע־תֶא הָ֤שָׂעְו        
ַחֵ֤לַּשְׁמַֽהְו 26 ׃הָחֵֽבְּזִמַּה ריִ֥טְקַי תאָ֖טַּחַֽה בֶלֵ֥ח תֵ֛אְו 25        
םִיָ֑מַּבּ וֹ֖רָשְׂבּ־תֶא ץַ֥חָרְו ויָ֔דָגְבּ סֵ֣בַּכְי לֵ֔זאָזֲעַֽל ֙ריִעָשַּׂה־תֶא       
תֵ֣אְו תאָ֜טַּחַֽה רַ֨פּ ֩תֵאְו 27 ׃הֶֽנֲחַמַּֽה־לֶא אוֹ֥בָי ןֵ֖כ־יֵרֲחאְַו  
 
 23 ​Aaron shall then go into the Tent        
of Meeting and take off the linen vestments        
that he put on when he entered the Shrine         
and leave them there. ​24 ​He shall bathe        47
his body in water in a holy place and put on           
his vestments . Then, he shall come out       48
and sacrifice his burnt offering as well as        
the burnt offering of the people, ​kipper for        
himself and for the people . ​25 ​As for the         49
fat of the sin offering , he shall turn it into          50
smoke on the altar.  
26 ​The one who let go the goat to         
azazel shall wash his clothes and bathe his        
body in the water ; after that he may        51
re-enter the camp . ​27 ​As for the bull for         52
47 ​This statement as a whole is rather puzzling, as it implies that Aaron would be naked inside the                  
Tent of Meeting, something which seems unlikely, and is, in fact, outright forbidden in Exodus 20:26                
(Levine 1989, 107), as well as something that the priests of Qumran community of the Dead Sea Scrolls                  
designated as something that causes impurity . Levine proposes to solve this by reading the verse as                 
Aaron approaching the tent, rather than entering, so that he might undress and wash himself in an                 
attached bathing space. 
48 ​Milgrom argues that these must be his ornate garments always worn when officiating at the altar                
(Milgrom 1991, 1049). While there is no clear reason to assume linen vestments were not worn other than                  
the lack of specification for either the linen or sacral vestments, the fact that their material and                 
exceptionality is so explicitly brought up in the earlier mentions, makes it unlikely that this new set of                  
vestments without any such descriptions would be the same. 
49 ​Considering that the burnt offering is not generally used in relation to effecting purgation (Milgrom               
1991, 1049; Levine 1989, 108), this statement most likely refers to the parts of the ritual that fulfilled that                   
purpose that have come before. 
50 ​By placing the name of the offering, in contrast to the burnt offering being discussed before, in a                  
prominent first place in the sentence, the difference between the two is emphasised. According the               
Milgrom, this is necessary because the sin offering has not been mentioned since verse 15 as well                 
(Milgrom 1991, 1050). 
51 ​This may reflect a need to wash due to contamination from the sins carried by the goat. It should                   
be noted that no other ritual besides the washing is required now, presumably because only the pollution                 
needed removal, rather than the sins themselves, which were removed by the goat. If Schwartz's               
explanation that the sins are removed the moment they are transferred to the goat (see section II.B on ​sin                   
as weight) is correct, the man should not have been contaminated rather than being carried away by it,                  
however​. 
52 ​It should be noted that usually when one has become contaminated by sin, waiting till evening for                 
re-entrance is required as well. Its absence here may be read as a suggestion that the bathing serves a                   
different purpose than removing impurity, as that of the priest who is also not rendered impure despite not                  
waiting. Schwartz's interpretation would justify this, and change the purpose of the bathing to something               
like removal of residue due to proximity to deities, or divine spirits (both God and Azazel would count), or                   
to move from less or more sanctified places into ones of a different degree of sanctity, in both of which                    




איִ֖צוֹי שֶׁדֹ֔קַּבּ רֵ֣פַּכְל ֙םָמָדּ־תֶא אָ֤בוּה רֶ֨שֲׁא תאָטַּחַֽה ריִ֣עְשׂ        
םָ֖רָשְׂבּ־תֶאְו םָֹ֥תֹרע־תֶא שֵׁ֔אָב וּ֣פְרָשְׂו הֶ֑נֲחַמַּֽל ץוּ֣חִמ־לֶא      
ץַ֥חָרְו ויָ֔דָגְבּ סֵ֣בַּכְי םָֹ֔תא ףֵֹ֣רשַּׂהְו 28 ׃ם ָֽשְׁרִפּ־תֶאְו       
הָ֥תְיָהְו 29 ׃הֶֽנֲחַמַּֽה־לֶא אוֹ֥בָי ןֵ֖כ־יֵרֲחאְַו םִיָ֑מַּבּ וֹ֖רָשְׂבּ־תֶא       
וּ֣נַּעְתּ שֶׁדֹ֜חַל רוֹ֨שָׂעֶֽבּ יִעיִבְשַּׁ֠ה שֶׁדֹ֣חַבּ םָ֑לוֹע תַ֣קֻּחְל םֶ֖כָל        
רָ֥גַּה רֵ֖גַּהְו חָ֔רְזֶאָֽה וּ֔שֲׂעַת אֹ֣ל ֙הָכאָלְמ־לָכְו םֶכיֵת ֹֽשְׁפַנ־תֶא       
םֶ֑כְתֶא רֵ֣הַטְל םֶ֖כיֵלֲע רֵ֥פַּכְי הֶ֛זַּה םוֹ֥יַּב־יִֽכּ 30 ׃םֶֽכְכוֹתְבּ  
 
the sin-offering and the goat for the sin        
offering, whose blood was brought in to       53
kipper the Shrine, they shall be taken       
outside the camp; and their hides, flesh, and        
dung shall be burned in the fire. ​28 ​He         54
who burned them shall wash his clothes and        
bathe his body in the water; after that he         
may re-enter the camp . 55
29 ​This shall be for you a law for         56
all time : in the seventh month, on the        57
tenth day of the month, you shall practice        
self-denial , you shall do no manner of       58
work , neither the native-born nor the alien       59
who resides among you. ​30 ​For on this day         
53 ​The construction of this phrase places emphasis on the location of the blood, rather than just its                 
purpose, which Levine argues is to stress the difference between this very important sin offering, and                
those performed outside the Shrine (Levine 1989, 108).   
54 ​Literally 'they shall burn', however, as it is unclear who performs this act in order to avoid further                  
complicating sentence structure to accommodate this unclarity, the voice of the verb is changed. 
55 ​This is the same construction and a similar situation to verse 26. Here, however, it is harder to                  
argue that a lack of contamination is to be blamed for the lack of waiting, as through ​pars pro toto​, the                     
carcasses would have become contaminated by the impurities the blood was used to purge. This is, in                 
fact, most likely the reason they need burning outside the camp, as is the case in the Akitu festival (See                    
section I.D on ​the Akitu festival​). Milgrom suggests that as per the rabbinical tradition, it may be that the                   
carcasses are unable to transmit impurity while inside sacred precincts (Milgrom 1991, 1053).  
56 ​The people are addressed directly - via Moses - rather than in third person, for the first time this                   
chapter. It is a rather abrupt change of style, which emphasises the last verses' distinctiveness from the                 
rest of the chapter. This may be due to them belonging to a different source, or a later redaction. For                    
further discussion on the structure of the chapter, see section I.C. 
57 ​Although it is unclear in the phrasing whether this law refers to the chapter as a whole, the ritual                   
mentioned before, or the section lined out afterwards, from context it seems most likely that the latter is                  
the case, which thereby automatically includes the method for the ritual described before, but places               
emphasis on when exactly the ritual is to be used.  
58 ​This idiom most commonly refers at least to fasting (Levine 1989, 109), although denying other               
things like bathing and sexual intercourse as well was possibly included, considering the fact that ​nepesh                
is used to the self, or entire person in Leviticus 2:1, and 21:1, which would turn the meaning from 'afflict                    
your appetite' to 'afflict yourself' or 'your entire being' (Milgrom 1991, 1054). Its root is associated with                 
'humbling', according to Milgrom, which is in line with other possibly humbling practices we see               
throughout the ritual, such as in the linen clothing of the priest and the confession of the people.  
59 While not being allowed to do work may be most strongly associated with the sabbath, this was,                 
in fact, the case for festival days as well (Levine 1989, 109). There is however a difference in the exact                    
phrasing used here and for sabbath, and that used for the festivals (Milgrom 1991, 1055), which                




ןוֹ֥תָבַּשׁ תַ֨בַּשׁ 31 ׃וּרָֽהְטִתּ הָ֖והְי יֵ֥נְפִל םֶ֔כיֵתאֹ֣טַּח ֹ֙לכִּמ        
רֶ֨פִּכְו 32 ׃םָֽלוֹע תַ֖קֻּח םֶ֑כיֵֹתשְׁפַנ־תֶא םֶ֖תיִנִּעְו םֶ֔כָל ֙איִה        
ןֵ֖הַכְל וֹ֔דָי־תֶא ֙אֵלַּמְי רֶ֤שֲׁאַו וֹֹ֗תא חַ֣שְׁמִי־רֶשֲׁא ןֵֹ֜הכַּה       
֙רֶפִּכְו 33 ׃שֶׁדֹֽקַּה יֵ֥דְגִבּ דָ֖בַּה יֵ֥דְגִבּ־תֶא שַׁ֛בָלְו ויִ֑באָ תַחַ֣תּ         
רֵ֑פַּכְי ַחֵ֖בְּזִמַּה־תֶאְו דֵ֛עוֹמ לֶהֹ֧א־תֶאְו שֶׁדֹ֔קַּה שַׁ֣דְּקִמ־תֶא      
תאֹ֨זּ־הָתְיָֽהְו 34 ׃רֵֽפַּכְי לָ֖הָקַּה םַ֥ע־לָכּ־לַעְו םיִ֛נֲֹהכַּה לַ֧עְו       
םָ֔תֹאטַּח־לָכִּמ ֙לֵאָרְשִׂי יֵ֤נְבּ־לַע רֵ֞פַּכְל םָ֗לוֹע תַ֣קֻּחְל םֶ֜כָל       
פ ׃ה ֶֹֽשׁמ־תֶא הָ֖והְי הָ֥וִּצ רֶ֛שֲׁאַכּ שַׂעַַ֕יּו הָ֑נָשַּׁבּ תַ֖חאַ 
kipper will be done for you to cleanse        60 61
you of all of your sins; you shall become         
pure before the Lord. ​31 ​It shall be a         
sabbath of complete rest for you, and you        62
shall practice self-denial; it is a law for all         
time . ​32 ​The priest who has been anointed        63
and ordained to serve in place of his father         
shall ​kipper . He shall put on the linen        64
vestments - the sacral vestments. ​33 ​Then       
he shall ​kipper the holiest part of the        
sanctuary, and the Tent of Meeting and the        
altar he shall ​kipper ​as well. For the priests         
and for all of the people of the        
congregation, he shall ​kipper​. ​34 ​This shall       
be for you a law of all time: to ​kipper for           
the Israelites for all their sins, once a year.  65
And he, Aaron, did as the Lord had        
commanded Moses . 66
 
60 ​Literally 'he will ​kipper​', but the voice of the verb is changed in translation to reflect the lack of a                    
clear subject. 
61 ​This phrase emphasises the purging of the people, rather than the purging of the Shrine which                
seems more prominent in the rest of the chapter. It is also the phrase that refers most closely to the name                     
Yom Kippur, usually translated as the Day of Atonement. As discussed before, however, it is purgation                
rather than atonement that is stressed. 
62 ​This reiterates the point discussed for verse 29, that the order for 'no manner of work' is more                  
reminiscent of the sabbath than of the usual prohibition of labor on festival days. 
63 ​Verse 31 closely resembles verse 29, inverting the order of the prohibition of labor and the                
reiterations that this is a law to be kept for eternity. Milgrom points out that by doing so, a chiasm is                     
created with verse 30 at the center (Milgrom 1991, 1057), thereby stressing its importance. 
64 ​For the first time, a High Priest other than Aaron is addressed, explaining exactly how this ritual                 
will be performed for eternity. It also emphasises the position of priests as successors of Aaron.                
According to Milgrom, this may also suggest that this last part of the chapter tells how the ritual is to be                     
performed after Aaron (as an annual festival), while Aaron got to perform it any time the level of impurity                   
required it (Milgrom 1991, 1058). For further discussion of this, see section I.D. 
65 ​This phrasing suggests that indeed the part of the ritual that is perpetual is its annual                
performance in particular. Furthermore, this is the third time it has been stated that this law is for all time,                    
suggesting that justifying its continuation was of great importance to the the author(s) or editor(s). 
66 ​The structure of this phrase is unusual. It seems out of place since Aaron could not have obeyed                  
these commands about his successors himself. If the subject is Aaron, it would make more sense to have                  
included this phrase at the end of the explanation of the ritual itself, before verse 29. Its placement                  
however would make sense if either verse 29-34 was mostly an insertion (see section I.C), or if the                  




I.B Important concepts 
Meaning of ​kipper 
There are two words that are plausible cognates with ​kipper​: the Arabic ​kafara meaning ‘to               
cover’, and the Akkadian ​kapparu which can mean wiping on or off, or purifying. The use of                 
kapparu seems closest to the way we see ​kipper used in the Hebrew Bible. Its meanings range                 
from wiping or rubbing [a substance] on or off, to the cleaning (ritual or otherwise) and ‘magical                 
purification’ of objects (​CAD​, K 178-9). For the first of these - rubbing on - a parallel usage of                   
kipper can be found in, for example, Genesis 6:14 - רֶֹפכַּבּ ץוּחִמוּ תִיַבִּמ הָֹּתא ָתְּרַפָכְו - ​and you will                   
cover it with pitch, inside and out​. The ark is getting pitch rubbed on, which may be expressed                  
more eloquently in English by using the word ‘cover’. This also matches the usage of the Arabic                 
term ​kafara​, and it is this usage that is most commonly referred to when interpreting ​kipper                
outside ritual context in the Hebrew Bible. Within texts regarding ritual, or cultic texts, the usage                
of ​kipper to mean ‘rub on’ seems limited. While one might argue that in Leviticus 16 for                 
example, the ground, altar, etc. are being covered (minimally) with blood, by means of              
sprinkling as a part of ​kipper​, the the word itself is not used to refer to these acts of sprinkling,                    
only to refer to their purpose. As such, it might perhaps be argued that while an act of covering is                    
involved in the act of the ‘wiping off’ of impurity, it is not directly referred to by the same term. 
 
Aside from the more literal interpretation of the act of wiping, we can also find a figurative sense                  
in some Akkadian sources. For example: ​bikia sarrira mātkunu ugārkunu ka-pi-ra​, ‘perform a             




royal let.); ​CAD​, K 179b)​. While theoretically the intention might be to literally wipe the land                
and fields, this seems incredibly unlikely, and it would make much more sense for this act of                 
wiping to cleanse the land in a less literal sense. It would hardly be possible to wipe off dirt of an                     
entire field, and in this context, the third meaning which associates ​kapparu with an act of ritual                 
or magical cleansing and purification may be applicable. Such a meaning is also attested by               
phrases like ​šarra tu-kap-pár arkišu takpirāti ebbēti šarra tu-kap-pár, ‘you purify the king,             
afterward you perform on the king the holy purification rites’ (​BBR No. 26 ii; ​CAD​, K 179b).                 
Similarly, the use of ​kipper in Leviticus 16:14-19 seems to refer to ritual removal of the (residue                 
of) sin. As such, it seems clear that ​kapparu lines up more closely with the usage of ​kipper than                   
kafara ​does, at least when it comes to ritual. 
 
This use of ​kapparu to refer to a ritual purification, however, could on the one hand be a                  
relatively unrelated meaning, or on the other, seems more likely to be directly connected to the                
more literal cleansing that ​kapparu can refer to. Considering the act of wiping off ‘sin’ or                
impurity of some sort parallel to the wiping off of dirt, would fit especially well with a more                  
physical interpretation of the concepts of impurity and sin, and may suggest that these concepts               
had a less abstract meaning than the one used in contemporary interpretation, and were actually               
thought of as being or manifesting in some physical way as a residue or miasma.  
 
While the connection between the act of wiping off and cleaning or cleansing in a more literal                 
way is evident, it can be difficult to find terminology that allows for combining the physical act                 




there is no clear evidence that the act of wiping on or covering ​need be implied as well in texts                    
regarding ritual, it is clear from other texts that the term does carry this meaning as well, which                  
does not make it implausible that it was, in fact, associated with the same act. After all, while in                   
the Hebrew the act of sprinkling blood, for example, is not explicitly referred to using ​kipper​, it                 
seems to be a regular part of the purification process. Combined with the knowledge that in                
Aramaic ​kapparu does, in fact, quite possible also refer to the physical wiping against or on the                 
buildings of a city being cleansed, etc. it seems strange to completely separate out the two                
meanings for the same word in the Hebrew text. In English, however, combining all these               
different meanings and connotations into one word may be near impossible.  
 
Trying to insert the act of covering as a part of purification ritual, one might place emphasis on                  
impurity being covered over - like a fresh layer of paint removing the imperfection of the                
previous one, so to say. However, this interpretation would suggest that impurity is not actually               
removed, but rendered impotent or unimportant so to say. It is, in that sense, perhaps closer to                 
the act of forgiveness than to purification. This, however, means emphasising the meaning of              
covering rather than to rub off and purify, while it is the latter for which we have the stronger                   
evidence in this context. As such, it would be de-emphasising that for which evidence is               
available at the cost of emphasising that which lacks in evidence - something that does not seem                 
justifiable, therefore, making this an inadequate solution. Jacob Milgrom’s usage of “purge”, on             
the other hand, leaves aside the meaning of rubbing on or covering, and instead is concerned                




in the context of ritual texts, seems more suitable, if it turns out to be indeed impossible to                  
contain all three meanings of ​kipper​ in one term. 
 
One often used translation of ​kipper that attempts this last feat, is that of atonement. In                
contemporary English, this term is strongly associated with the idea of ‘reparation’ - an act to                
‘repair’ or restore something that has previously been tainted, often with regard to the              
relationship between individuals, or with a deity of some sort. If one adheres to the interpretation                
that whether we are speaking of covering or removing sin, the act of ​kipper in ritual is associated                  
with creating conditions that allow for restoration of the relationship between God and society,              
translating ​kipper with ‘to atone’ may be suitable. However, in order to justify this, the               
relationship between ​kipper and its effect on the relationship with God, or within society, would               
have to be proven first. Furthermore, atonement does not carry any associations related to the               
physical act of wiping off. Therefore, although it seems to successfully combine the two more               
abstract meanings of covering and cleansing, it leaves out any of the more literal connotations,               
despite there once again being more evidence for the latter than the former.  
 
As such, it does not seem like it will be possible to find one term that will contain all of these                     
meanings, therefore making it necessary to adapt translation based on context. Where the             
emphasis is on the physical act of wiping, especially outside of ritual, a translation with ‘to rub’                 
seems most suitable, while in the context of ritual, Milgrom’s ‘to purge’ works most effectively               





There is one particular feature of Milgrom’s interpretation of ​kipper that still remains             
problematic, though. Milgrom states that the more abstract meaning of ​kipper is a later              
abstraction of the more early literal meaning (Milgrom 1991, 1083), thus adding a chronological              
dimension to its usage. However, in order to make this argument, Milgrom, for example, looks at                
most likely the oldest appearance of ​kipper known, in Genesis 32:21, and concludes that it shows                
the literal meaning, because it would be cognate to an Akkadian ​figurative expression, meaning              
to appease (Milgrom 1991, 1084) and, therefore, despite having a literal meaning, the word is               
translated in an abstract way, which would, in fact, be in line with the same abstract                
interpretation that according to Milgrom follows later. Why this usage is then not the actual               
abstract usage of the word is not made clear. Using these type of arguments, Milgrom’s claim                
about the change of meaning of ​kipper over time seems weak to me. Therefore, while his                
translation remains the most suitable one, it seems unlikely that the usage of ​kipper in an abstract                 
or literal way could be used as an argument for locating a text in time. 
Meaning of ​azazel 
The etymology of the word ​azazel is uncertain, as is its exact meaning. There are three different                 
meanings that the word may be plausibly argued to have: it may be either a term or name for the                    
'scapegoat', for the goat's location of destination, or for a deity or demon. Although none of the                 
etymological evidence is decisive, of these meanings, the second is the least supported by              
evidence in etymology and other usage of the word known. Scholarly opinion seems divided on               
which of the first and last meaning is the most plausible, although the last meaning seems more                 




simply a literary figure of sorts of little religious consequence, and sacrifice or worship of them,                
is then still left to decide. 
 
The first of the meanings commonly discussed - the scapegoat, or go-away goat, as Mary               
Douglas refers to it (Douglas 2003b, 128) - is primarily argued for based on the translation(s)                
seen in the Septuagint and Vulgate. The former refers to ​azazel as ἀποπομπή/παῖος and ἄφεσις,               
the goat which is dismissed or discharged - or which serves to carry away sin or impurity -,                  
whereas the latter calls it the ​caper emissarius - the emissary goat. This could be supported by                 
several etymologies, possibly developing from either *לֵאְלַזֲע based on an Arabic root ​ġzl meaning              
'to remove' (Köhler et al. 1994, ע, p.806b) which corresponds to, for example, the Septuagint               
translation where the removal of sin and impurity is stressed, or from *זאְַלֵזָע, as is suggested by                 
the wording in the Vulgate and Symmachus (Köhler et al. 1994, ע p.806b), reading ​azazel as זֵע                 
לַזאָ - the goat that goes away. The emphasis here is placed on the goat and its function, rather                   
than its destination. While the text of Leviticus does seem concerned with name-giving or              
assigning each goat its purpose and afterward referring to it as so assigned, this translation does                
not explain the parallel between the goat assigned as such, and the goat assigned to God in verse                  
8, where it is the destination rather than the function of the goat that is emphasised.  
 
Translating ​azazel as a reference to a location, the wilderness or a place in the desert to which the                   
goat should go after being sent away, is based on a midrashic translation of הָ֑רֵזְגּ ץֶרֶ֣א in verse 22                   
as a rough place or terrain (Milgrom 1991, 1020) rather than uninhabited or 'cutoff' land, which                




'rough ground'. While this translation is a more plausible parallel to the other goat being sent to a                  
particular destination, God, rather than just receiving a name, it is important to keep in mind that                 
when that goat is referred to its destination is not necessarily a location, and unlike with the word                  
azazel​, there is no usage of grammatical devices to parallel ​azazel​'s locative form in הָ֔והיַל. It is,                 
therefore, not the most perfect or convincing parallel, and furthermore, both Levine and Milgrom              
point out that the use of the –ל prefix in verse 8 clearly signifies property, making an                 
interpretation of Azazel as a location much less probable (Milgrom 1991, 1020; Levine 1989,              
102). Considering that there is no other usage of the word ​azazel in other places that supports a                  
locative interpretation, there is little cause to choose this etymology over the one suggested              
above which only offered a somewhat weaker parallel construction. 
 
While the third possible meaning of ​azazel - that of a demon, deity, or spirit - both offers a                   
stronger parallel construction with הָ֔והיַל and is a meaning found elsewhere in the biblical              
apocrypha, it is also often regarded as the most problematic meaning due to its possible               
implications with regard to monotheism. The etymology most closely connected to this meaning             
is the one mentioned above with regard to ​azazel as a location. Whereas in that case the 'strong'                  
meaning of the Semitic ‛zz root and its Arabic cognate is read as a description of the location,                  
here it is its read as the first part of a term where the second half is לא, God or god, therefore                      
making ​azazel a metathesis of 'fierce god'. connection to terms like Ἁξιξος, reading it as 'fierce                
god', impotent deity, or 'God's opponent' (Köhler et al. 1994, ע, p.806b). Milgrom proceeds using               
this etymology to connect ​azazel to the Canaanite god Môt, here reduced to a demon (Milgrom                





The interpretation of ​azazel as a deity of sorts is supported in several ways. First, it completes the                  
parallel with God in a way that neither of the translations mentioned above can. Secondly, in                
apocryphal Book of Enoch, a figure with a very similar name, although there are some               
differences in spelling, is mentioned. This Azazel is a fallen angel, or demon. The similarity in                
name is not the only thing that connects this figure to ​azazel in Leviticus: in 1 Enoch 10:4-5                  
Raphael is commanded by God to bind the demon, and banish him by throwing him into an                 
opening made in the desert or wilderness. The similarity to the acts performed on the goat for                 
azazel in Leviticus 16 cannot be missed. Furthermore, Douglas argues that the desert is              
established as a place where one may expect demons to dwell, referring to the use of ֙םִייִּצ in                  
Isaiah 13:21 and 34:14 (Douglas 2003b, 126). It seems, however, that this term while describing               
desert dwellers of some sort, is more likely referring to wild animals or dangerous creatures of                
some sort, rather than demons specifically, and thus is not compelling evidence for either              
considering ​azazel a location for demons in the wilderness as the goat's destination the way               
Douglas, nor for reading ​azazel as a demon ​an sich​, although it does add to the idea that the                   
desert is a dangerous or less lawful and more chaotic place, which would make a good                
destination or location for either a goat laden with sin, or a demonic ruler. 
 
The arguments for ​azazel as a deity or demon Azazel, rather than either a location of a name for                   
the goat, seem the most thoroughly supported both in textual context within Leviticus 16, as well                
as in the apocryphal material. It is, however, not an entirely unproblematic translation for              




monotheistic as it is often read. Furthermore, it would most definitely be somewhat unusual to               
see such an almost casual reference to a different deity or demon in a Priestly text. Mary Douglas                  
points out that the interpretation of the function of the goat and the ritual in Leviticus 16 in                  
general, has been heavily influenced by previous research that connected it to Greek rituals              
utilising a human scapegoat of sorts in a manner that seems more closely aligned to the usage of                  
the term scapegoat in modern English, involving a connotation of persecution and punishment             
(Douglas 2003b, 121-2). Having such an interpretation in mind might make one more inclined to               
read the destination of the goat as something bad, such as a demon lord ruling over a hell-like                  
place in the desert, despite the fact that Leviticus 16 does not seem to actively encourage a                 
negative understanding of the goat's destination after it is sent away. Trying to set that possible                
bias aside, Douglas argues that ​azazel is unlikely to be referring to a deity or demon, as this                  
would be "completely out of character for the book of Leviticus" (Douglas 2003b, 127), and the                
arguments in favour of this reading are too dependent on late sources, such as the Book of Enoch                  
and documents from Qumran, which could have already been influenced by the aspects of Greek               
culture that transformed the role of the scapegoat.  
 
The former of these claims will be discussed in more detail below, but with regard to the latter,                  
Douglas primarily has a problem with the implication of a lack of sources from the estimated                
period of origin of the P source while using references to material from later (apocryphal)               
writing. This, she argues, necessitates either a very late date of redaction, or a continuous               
tradition, and as such, the anthropological approach would favour rejecting this translation, and             




goat' (Douglas 2003b, 128). While the lack of other references to Azazel, if indeed a demon or                 
deity that was an accepted part of ritual and belief, is indeed strange, there is nothing that                 
suggests that it cannot have been a very minor part of Israelite religion, rarely referred to but not                  
non-existent, of which the prominence or acceptance at all, changed over time and between              
people. There does not seem to be cause to suggest that it is more probable for the sources from                   
Qumran to reflect an effort to take the existing term to designate a very particular goat, and                 
change its reading significantly to turn ​azazel into a prominent demonic figure, or to make up a                 
new word that bears similarity to ​azazel by accident, than it is for them to have similarly taken a                   
minor reference to an old deity or demon and change it significantly. By no means need the                 
Azazel of Leviticus 16 be the exact same Azazel of the Book of Enoch, but to deny all                  
connection seems as forced. Furthermore, the potential etymological connection between ​azazel           
and the Canaanite god Môt, in fact, does connect this interpretation to older customs and sources.                
Although it is not impossible that this was created on purpose later as well, if the rest of the                   
etymology is considered compelling enough, it seems more improbable that a later people would              
have purposely made a reference to a Canaanite deity that was not previously there, than for it to                  
be a trace of older customs.  
 
The translation of ​azazel as a reference to a deity, demon, or spirit of sorts is seen as problematic                   
for reasons for reasons besides the sources of evidence as well, the most prominent one being                
that it may suggest that the Israelites were not strictly monotheistic. While Leviticus 16 could be                
interpreted as describing a sacrificing to a power other than God, however, this is not absolutely                




rather than encourage worship, as demonstrated according to him both through the deliberate             
metathesis of the name which would conceal the demonic nature of the god, and by the treatment                 
of the goat as described in the chapter.  
 
The Priestly source nowhere explicitly argues against the existence of other gods, although for              
the most part it is solely concerned with the worship of Yahweh. The suggestion that ​azazel may                 
be referring to a different deity or demon is, therefore, not quite as 'out of character' as Mary                  
Douglas, for example, implies (Douglas 2003b, 127). While it is most definitely not common for               
P material to refer to the existence of other demons or deities, the only explicit admonitions seem                 
to be in regard to ​worshipping them or their idols, as in Lev 17:7. If ​azazel ​were to be read as                     
referring to another deity or demon then, the only thing that would explicitly need to be proven                 
in order to keep Lev 16 from becoming too much of an outlier in the P sources, is that sending                    
the goat to them is not a case of sacrifice or worship, as Milgrom does by pointing out that while                    
'Azazel' may be referred to, he does not play any kind of active part in the ritual (Milgrom 1991,                   
1021). Furthermore, the goat, according to Milgrom, is not treated as a sacrifice in either the                
actions performed on it, nor the effect they have.  
 
That the goat may not need to be seen as a form of sacrifice may be supported by the lack of                     
designation as sacrifice or offering of any sort of the birds in Leviticus 14. This chapter describes                 
a ritual for returning someone cleansed from skin disease from a state of impurity to purity, and                 
actions are performed on a dove which bear great similarity to those for the 'scapegoat' in                




be let go (Lev 14:4-5). The blood of the killed bird is sprinkled seven times onto the person who                   
is at that point still in a state of impurity, despite being healed already (Lev 14:7), which parallels                  
the way in which the blood from the offered bull and goat is used in Leviticus 16:14-19 to                  
cleanse the different parts of the tabernacle and sanctuary. Neither bird is referred to as any kind                 
of offering or sacrifice in this instance. In contrast, in Leviticus 16 the goat for God does get                  
explicitly sacrificed as a sin offering. Furthermore, in Leviticus 13 the live bird is released into                
the (open) field or cultivated land, rather than the desert or wilderness. Regardless of these               
differences, the fact that neither of the let go animals are referred to as any type of sacrifice                  
combined with Milgrom's arguments with regard to the lack of sacrificial treatment of the goat,               
make a compelling case to not regard the goat as a form of worship.  
 
At the same time, Milgrom strongly suggests that 'Azazel' is a purposely reduced version of a                
deity or demon, stripped from their powers, and possibly little more than a reference as part of a                  
figure of speech, rather than reflecting a part of current and actively believed in force (Milgrom                
1991, 1021). While this would somewhat justify the lack of other references in Priestly material               
to somewhat 'acceptable' deities or demons aside from Yahweh, and make it seem even less out                
of place in the text, it is not the most compelling argument. For example, Milgrom argues that                 
the metathesising of the name is intended to conceal or reduce the status of Azazel. Looking at                 
the etymology of this term when reading it in the way Milgrom does, however, the actual                
meaning of the name remains unchanged and powerful in a way. Why keep referring to this                
demon or deity as a 'fierce god' if the intention is to reduce their power? In other places in the                    




figures and to consider this metathesis of a rather flattering description an attempt at reducing               
Azazel seems a stretch.  
 
The argument that it may merely be a figure of speech is more convincing, yet if the text was                   
actively trying to discourage belief in and worship of other deities or powers over the worship of                 
God, it seems unlikely that this would not have been avoided. This explanation would make               
more sense if, in fact, the source was so unconcerned with convincing their audience's              
engagement with these other powers, either because it was not happening, or because it was but                
was not regarded as a problem in need of addressing. Considering that warning against the               
worship of demons does occur in the Book of Leviticus, it seems more likely that the text reflects                  
a henotheistic society, rather than one so convincingly monotheistic that there were no concerns              
about allusions to other deities getting interpreted incorrectly. 
 
Overall, ​azazel seems most likely to be a reference to another, likely minor, deity or demon or                 
sorts, which may possibly still have been believed in at the time, or may not. Regardless, the                 
ritual does not seem to include or condone worship to this Azazel, keeping it in line with the                  
laws outlined in the rest of the Book of Leviticus, nor does it actively try to diminish or attack                   
the power or prominence of this deity. Its passive and minor role for ritual in Leviticus, whether                 
as an actively believed in minor spirit, demon, or deity, or as a trace of older beliefs now merely                   
a figure of speech, is firmly enough established that there does not seem to have been a                 




ritual. This may suggest that, in fact, the Priestly source reflects a more henotheistic than               
monotheistic society, but it is not a necessity. 
I.C Structure 
There are several ways in which this text can be broken up by topic discussed. Levine for                 
example, uses five different section to discuss the text, moving from preparations for purification              
(verse 3-10), to the actual purification (verse 11-19), the dispatch of the scapegoat (verse 20-22),               
the rites following that (verse 23-28), and the designation of an annual atonement day (verse               
29-34). Milgrom on the other hand, splits the text into nine different sections (Milgrom 1991,               
1059-61): an introduction (verse 1), the materials required for the ritual (verse 2-5), the              
preliminaries (verse 6-10), the procedure of purging the sanctuary (verse 11-19), the procedure             
of purging the people (verse 20-22), the sacrifices at the altar (verse 23-25), the purification of                
the assistants (verse 26-28), the appendix describing Israel's self-purgation (verse 29-34a), and            
the execution (verse 34b). Within these nine sections, Milgrom has divided things further into a               
later added introductory sentence (verse 1), originally independent source material on an            
emergency ritual (verse 2-28), and a later added appendix (verse 28-34). This division             
thematically, if in rather small sections, seems suitable for the text. However, Milgrom assigns              
his three section division (introduction, ritual, and appendix) to different sources, dating from             
different times. Most importantly, he argues that we can see an interaction between H and P here.                 
The Holiness code is typically considered an originally independent source, which later got             
incorporated into P, with P as the redactor. Milgrom, however, argues that P is, in fact,                




in the redaction regarding the nature of the ritual. The text describing the procedures of the ritual                 
- verse 2 through 28 - is assigned to a source even older than P by Milgrom, showing signs of                    
redaction by P as well, and the appendix especially is assigned to H. As it is in this appendix that                    
it is explicitly stated that the ritual should only be performed once a year, Milgrom argues that                 
this was previously not the case, and that, in fact, it was intended as an emergency rite, like all                   
scapegoat rites known in the ancient Near East (Milgrom 1991, 1061), which was only later               
turned into a part of the rituals for the New Year. There are, however, some arguments against                 
this interpretation, which will be discussed further in section 2. Note that while Milgrom has               
significantly more sections, they tend to be in the same sections as Levine used, simply broken                
up somewhat further, with the exception of the first three verses. That the text from verse 28                 
onward seems to reflect a change of gears is shown in this too. 
 
With the larger structure of the text in mind, the smaller details contributing arguments for these                
separations can be discussed. The chapter opens, for example, with a use of the waw               
consecutive, suggesting it would be connected to the previous chapter - chapter 15. However,              
within this same verse, there is a reference to events that occur in chapter 10, which may suggest                  
that the connection with chapter 15 is not as strong as the opening implies. This may serve as                  
evidence for editing of an earlier text. The reference to chapter 10 furthermore serves two               
different functions: it places the chapter in a temporal framework as well as in the context of the                  
narrative. Both Milgrom and Levine argue that referring to the death of the two sons provides                
information about the relevance of the upcoming rituals - when and why they are important               






Whereas the opening of verse one is quite typical for the start of a chapter connected to previous                  
chapters, the first words of the second verse ​also seem to fit this pattern. At the very least, they                   
are not common for the structure of a second verse, which, Milgrom argues, should have been                
more along the lines of "And the Lord said to him", as occurs in Exod 7:26, 8:16, 9:13, Lev 1:2,                    
15:2, and 17:2, if the second verse really were intended from the start to be the second verse in                   
the chapter (Milgrom 1991, 1012). Instead, he argues, this opening reflects that at some point in                
time, verse 2 was the beginning of this piece of text, and verse 1 was only added on later, in                    
order to tie an independently existing ritual (verse 2-28) into the narrative following chapter 10. 
 
Not only transitions between seperate parts of the text provide evidence for some form of               
redaction - the expressions used and any seemingly unnecessary explanation for them might             
suggest that the audience the text was redacted for, used slightly different language than the               
audience a text was originally produced for. In verse 2 for example, the Holy of Holies is                 
referred to as the Shrine behind the curtain, and the use of the term Shrine remains constant for                  
most of the chapter. The Holy of Holies is the more usual term for the area behind the curtain,                   
while the word for Shrine - which means the exact same thing as the Holy of Holies here - is in P                      
more commonly used to describe the outer shrine and not the inner. As such, to include the                 
second half of this description seems unnecessary, unless it was added to clear up the               
terminology for an audience unused to this use of the word "Shrine". This, Milgrom argues, is as                 




independent source, which was edited later by P in order to be easier to understand for the                 
audience. Similar distinctive use of language not commonly seen in P is found in, for example,                
the word used for transgressions (verse 16, 22) - wanton, brazen sins as Milgrom defines them                
(Milgrom 1991, 1063), and the Tent of Meeting (verse 16, 17, 20, 23), both of which - like the                   
term here translated as Shrine - are used in a way that is unusual for Priestly material. This seems                   
to be some of Milgrom's strongest evidence for assigning the text of the ritual to a source other                  
than P ​or H, and similarly, the use of, for example, ​ger in verse 29, and slightly different                  
terminology for the Holy of Holies imply that the chance is large that this verse and those                 
connected to it belong to H. 
 
Whether verse 1 was a later addition or not, it seems from the text that it was at least written with                     
verse 2 in mind - or verse 2 with verse 1 in mind. This can be detected, for example, in the way                      
the author or editor tied the incident referred to in first verse to the ritual in verse 2-28. A parallel                    
is set up between the safe and unsafe, or lawful and unlawful way of approaching the presence of                  
the Lord. The connection to chapter 10 could be read as providing an example of how not to                  
proceed, and the potential consequences of doing so, thereby hammering home the message             
given in the second verse - unless the High Priest acts according to the ritual that will be outlined                   
following in the text, death is awaiting him as well. In order to maintain this parallel, this                 
translation uses, for example, "approached" to describe the action of the sons who died, rather               
than "encroached" as Milgrom does (Milgrom 1991, 1012). While the Hebrew word does not              
necessarily include the negative connotation given it by Milgrom, Milgrom chose to use it              




translating the word in such a negative way though, it may be argued that the parallel is actually                  
weakened. It de-emphasises that what the sons did was, in fact, a perhaps more 'normal' way of                 
approaching - the method that would be assumed correct if one did not know better - and that one                   
does not just have to approach rather than encroach, but that this approach is bound to special                 
requirements.  
I.D Emergency ritual or annual festival 
The two primary interpretations of this text reflect two very different understandings of the type               
of ritual involved. Milgrom argues that the ritual as outlined in verse 2-28 was not, in fact,                 
intended to describe an annual festival, but rather, that it was originally intended to be a ritual to                  
be used in emergency situations when the entire sanctuary needed to be cleansed. With this               
argument in mind, the meaning of chapter 16's connection with chapter 10 also changes - rather                
than just providing the correct manner and time for entering the Shrine, as only allowed during                
Yom Kippur, it is now describing the type of situation in which the ritual is necessary: extreme                 
defilement of the sanctuary. ​This would have been caused both by the sons' incorrect actions               
while alive, and by the presence of their bodies after death. As such, a special and thorough                 
cleansing would have been an immediate necessity, if one considers the possibility of the deity               
withdrawing his presence if the Temple and especially the Shrine gets overly defiled. Providing              
an emergency protocol, rather than an annual atonement or cleansing ritual, could, therefore, be              
argued to make sense in this context (Milgrom 1991, 1011). 
 




understanding of the purpose of the ritual that is being outlined, are especially clear, is in verse 2.                  
The phrase translated here as ​whenever he chooses literally means "at (just) any time" in               
Hebrew. Its interpretation, however, depends on whether emphasis is placed on the aspect of              
time as a particular moment on the calendar, or as referring to a particular situation. The former                 
fits better with the understanding of Yom Kippur as an annual festival, whereas the second seems                
to generally fit better with Milgrom's interpretation of its use as an emergency ritual. Levine               
slightly side-steps this ambiguity, by translating the phrase as "at will" (Levine 1989, 100).              
Using this translation entirely removes the time aspect, instead emphasising that it is not just up                
to the High Priest when the ritual takes place, but that it is tied to a particular moment -                   
something that could fit for either the festival or the emergency ritual interpretation. Milgrom's              
inclusion of "whenever" into the phrase, however, seems more suitable in this case, as it seems                
more in line with the idea that the High Priest still may be choosing or desiring to perform the                   
ritual when necessary (Milgrom 1991, 1012). This desire is not an obstacle to his entering, it is                 
the context, ritual, and/or time-bound conditions that are relevant for whether or not approaching              
the Lord is safe. 
The presence of God 
A large part of Milgrom's argument for an emergency ritual depends on his argument that the                
purging of the Shrine is necessary in order to enable the presence of God. It is, therefore,                 
important to discuss the information provided in this text about the form that God's presence               
takes, and its importance for the community. Such information can be found from the              




the justification provided for these measures. In the second verse for example, information can              
be deduced from the way in which Aaron is told that he should not enter the Shrine just                  
whenever he chooses. ​The use of לאַ followed by an imperfect, is used to convey immediate,                
specific commands (Lambdin 1973, 114), rather than durative ones. In this context, this seems              
sensible, as the rest of the chapter includes a description of how to safely do the very thing that is                    
being warned against. Warned, and not prohibited, as Milgrom points (Milgrom 1991, 1012).             
This could be read as suggesting that there is something inherent about the High Priest entering                
the Shrine in any context other than the one described in the rest of this chapter, that kills him,                   
rather than the fact that he would be doing something forbidden by entering.  
 
Other relevant information can be found especially in analysing the meaning of the cloud              
mentioned in verse 2, which may either refer to the cloud of incense that is used as a screen to                    
protect the high priest from being in too close proximity to the deity, or to the cloud in which the                    
deity manifests. Milgrom argues for the former, pointing out that there is no prohibition against               
seeing God as the cloud manifestation, and that the Israelites do so in any case at other points,                  
such as when the cloud descends upon the Tent of Meeting, etc. The phrase here, which is                 
accompanied by an abrupt change to first person standing in stark contrast to the rest of the text,                  
was added later to emphasise the importance of the screen as protection according to Milgrom               
(Milgrom 1991, 1014-5). This argument is strengthened on the base of the description of the               
process of lighting incense and making sure the Ark is covered by the cloud before the priest can                  
enter the Shrine, in verse 12 and 13. When the cloud is once again spoken of in verse 13, it is                     




incense. The possible purposes of the cloud are discussed in detail by Milgrom, who argues that                
its purpose cannot be to propitiate God as in this case, there would be no need to "cover" the Ark                    
with the smoke, suggesting that it may not be seen, and that the smoke plays an important role in                   
taking care of this (Milgrom 1991, 1029). Similarly, the interpretation that there was no need for                
the smoke to function as a screen because of either the darkness of the Shrine, or the thought that                   
the high priest ​was, in fact, allowed to see the Ark, is dismissed by Milgrom on the grounds that                   
there is no explanation of the need to cover the Ark in this case, leading to the conclusion that                   
providing some sort of screen was, in fact, an important part of the smoke or cloud's function.  
 
Levine, on the other hand, argues that it makes little sense for the cloud described in verse 2 to                   
be referring to the smoke screen, considering that this screen serves as a protection, it makes                
little sense to be referred to here when God's presence - despite the cloud also being there - is                   
supposed to be very dangerous (Levine 1989, 101). This raises the question of whether the               
answer might lie in both sides of the argument. If God does, in fact, manifest in a cloud of sorts                    
in the Shrine - though in a somewhat different form than that of the fire cloud, such that this                   
cloud is still impossible to be looked at - but the cloud that comes with the incense obscures this                   
from view more effectively, such that it is safe to enter, a compromise might be found. This does                  
not, however, seem a particularly strong interpretation, as it leaves one to wonder why and how                
the cloud should differ from the fire cloud. 
 
Aside from the qualities of the cloud, there is another part of God's presence that this text is                  




reflects an independent emergency ritual is based on the premise that excessive defilement of the               
Shrine would lead to God retracting His presence and abandoning the Israelites. 
The Akitu Festival 
Evidence for one reading over the other may be found in looking at the smaller details, but also                  
by comparing the event described here to New Year festivals in the ancient Near East that we                 
have more information on, such as the Akitu festival. One of the most interesting features of this                 
festival is not just similarities in the procedures for cleansing the temple - although there are                
many to be found, which will be discussed in more detail later - but in the renewal of the high                    
priest or king's position between society and the divine. The king is required to humble himself                
to the point of openly crying in order to protect the prosperity for the next year, and wearing                  
humble linen clothing. Leviticus 16 too offers various requirements for dressing the high priest,              
about which the text is very specific - everything must be made out of linen.  
 
Milgrom offers three possible explanations for the requirement that the high priest is dressed              
entirely in linen as mentioned in verse 4. First, he suggests that the linen might refer to the                  
manner in which angels dress (Ezek 9:2-3, 11; 10:2; Dan 10:6) as entering the Holy of Holies is                  
similar to entering the heavenly council. This, Milgrom argues, is, in fact, the most likely               
explanation out of the three. The other two explanations - that he must dress in this way to                  
humble himself and avoid accusations from Satan about dressing up as a God, or that he must                 
strip himself of all the signs of his high priest status to deserve reinstatement - both require that                  




priests. There are, however, a number of differences, such as the turban and the pure instead of                 
mixed wool sash, that would set the high priest apart from all the other priests even on this                  
occasion (Milgrom 1991, 1016). As such, although it might be argued that decorations are still               
removed, the high priest does not seem to truly dress like he has lost his status in any way. The                    
similarities with the Akitu festival are not easily overlooked, however, and in that light, the               
possibility that the linen is, in fact, intended to convey some level of humility, increases, as does                 
the likelihood that even if the ritual did not entirely originate as a New Year's festival, its details                  
and celebration are somewhat connected to it at least, and not only as a later change. 
I.E Conclusion 
Having discussed some of the most important material describing the characteristics of sin and              
impurity in Leviticus 16, this leaves the question of how exactly sin and impurity are depicted in                 
this chapter, in order to connect the traits to the effect they have on the community in particular.                  
From the reading of Leviticus 16, an image of sin and the defilement related to it emerged as                  
something that is contagious, and can spread beyond the individual committing the sin, as              
demonstrated by the need to purge the altar and Holy of Holies for sins that were not likely                  
committed there, or anywhere near it. These sins very specifically related to knowingly rebelling              
against religious and moral laws - which in turn are also the type of laws that hold a community                   
together. The contagious factor could be used for social control, as it would discourage              
association with those known to have sinned, thereby forcing them into social isolation.             
Furthermore, since the whole community is being held responsible for their sins as a community,               




not, in fact, get confessed, etc. ,this could have negative consequences for the entire community,               
which in turn might encourage people to enforce their social rules more strenuously amongst              
each other as well. 
 
Milgrom suggests that a significant part of the urgency of the ritual is due to the fear that God                   
may retract his presence from the community, hurting them all. As such, whether an annual               
occurrence, or an event that takes place whenever a gross sin has committed to the extent that                 
such extensive purgation is necessary, the ritual may serve to some extent to re-establish the               
society's commitment to following these moral and religious laws, as a community, and the              
importance of doing so. It could, therefore, very well be used as a social device to control the                  
behaviour of lower or different social classes by the elite, as Douglas suggests. It should be                
noted, however, that the high priest, in fact, needs to sacrifice a larger and more precious animal,                 




II. Theology and Anthropology on sin and impurity 
Trying to understand how impurity and sin fit inside the social and theological structures that               
rule the functioning and thinking of a society, is important for comprehending the consequences              
that a particular interpretation of sin or impurity may carry for our understanding of the society                
we assign this interpretation to. Neither the text of Leviticus 16 nor the interpretation of sin by                 
the Priestly source, exists in a vacuum. It is, therefore, necessary to carefully consider the kind of                 
social and theological framework that may be in place. In order to do so, I will consider different                  
ways in which sin and impurity have been discussed in both theological and anthropological              
scholarship. 
 
First, I will look at four different ways of modelling impurity as a system reflecting and affecting                 
the social situation on which a society is based. Their function and characteristics will be               
discussed for each, in an effort to better understand different ways of approaching sin as a                
phenomenon that is both shaped by and used to shape a society. After an evaluation of these                 
different models, I will look at the kind of language and metaphors used to describe sin in the                  






II.A Models of Impurity Systems 
Douglas 
One of the most influential and well-known discussions of impurity as a social model is Mary                
Douglas' ​Purity and Danger​. Douglas models impurity as a system of rules or laws, reflecting               
things that are in conflict with-, or problematic for the usual boundaries and values of a society                 
(Douglas 2003a, 141). In this, she argues, impurity is much like dirt: matter out of place, an                 
offence to order (Douglas 2003a, 2). It is not inherently or morally wrong, and can sometimes                
not be avoided. By emphasising what is out of place in a particular context, Douglas argues that                 
a system of boundaries can be derived. This, according to Douglas, should be a single system,                
that all impurity fits into (Douglas 2003a, 102).  
 
In accordance with Durkheim's view on the function of religion in society as outlined in his 1921                 
work, ​The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life​, this system has a particular social function: to                
create a sense of solidarity by asserting group values and beliefs through ritual (Douglas 2003a,               
102). In the case of impurity, this happens by establishing a system where acting or existing in                 
opposition to those values and believes has particular social consequences - systems like this              
"provide institutions for manipulating [the social system]" (Douglas 2003a, 114) according to            
Douglas - as is seen in the case of the Hebrew Bible where impurity leads to exclusion, either                  





Douglas argues that a system such as this is especially typical for hierarchical societies, which               
establish and maintain their social hierarchy by means of it. Laws are skewed to put particular                
members of society in a position where behaviour that they cannot avoid causes a lower social                
status. For example, 'symptoms' of womanhood, such as menstruation and pregnancy, are said to              
cause impurity, despite their necessity for society, thereby forcing women into a regular state of               
lower social status.  
 
There are two of the standout features of this system relevant to our discussion: firstly, social                
status is dependant on impurity, and secondly, forms of social isolation from (particular parts of)               
society, or rituals that mark one a member of that society, are framed either as a punishment or as                   
a natural consequence for coming into contact with a source of impurity. This social isolation can                
be partially justified by arguing that impurity, like dirt, clings to an individual, and affects those                
who come into contact with them - it is contagious. Even further, Douglas describes impurity as                
a miasma, a type of smell or vapour that is released when the particular type of boundary                 
crossing happens that is at the root of sin according to her. This vapour then clings to individuals                  
that get in touch with it and can spread from one person to another, but also from a person to an                     
object, affecting especially the temple - cultic locations and objects - which, when contaminated,              
may be unable to be used for their intended function. As such, the type of impurity that                 






Lastly, it is important to note that Douglas looks at impurity as a symbolic system (Douglas                
2003a, 23)- impurity is a symbol for societal difficulties, and therefore, while Douglas also              
touches on the more physical aspect (such as the idea of contamination), impurity is primarily               
seen as a metaphor. For Douglas, an impurity is caused by someone being in the wrong,                
according to some other, larger system. This person's behaviour poses a danger to their society               
and/or societal structure, and impurity symbolises this danger.  
Smith  
The models proposed by Douglas and Jonathan Smith lie relatively close together. Smith's model              
of impurity is in many ways similar to that of Douglas, but the primary difference lies in the fact                   
that rather than emphasising hierarchy between different layers or parts of the system as Douglas               
does, Smith looks at the entire body of rules and laws as a mapping out of several separate                  
systems - each with their own rules, and not necessarily subordinate to each other.  
 
Furthermore, the systems as Smith describes them in the last chapter of ​Map is not territory​,                
allow for a different function than the one that Douglas emphasises: whereas Douglas primarily              
looks at social hierarchy and values that are relevant for maintaining or establishing a particular               
social system, Smith emphasises the ability of an individual to make sense of their place in the                 
world. While this may include their place in the social hierarchy, Smith is more concerned with                
the way a particular area - be it separated by social, ritual, or physical boundaries - interacts with                  
an individual's need to make sense of their own importance and function within that area. This                




purpose of those who may be manipulating the social system by encouraging individuals to look               
at things in a certain way. This is a major shift in perspective from Douglas' model. 
 
There is a strong emphasis on context in Smith's model of impurity. Things are impure because                
they are displaced, or interacting with an individual in the wrong context (Smith 1993, 292).               
Viewing things in this way emphasises the lack of some inherent wrong, or 'dirty' quality to the                 
things that cause impurity; something may be right in one context, yet be out of place in another,                  
and thereby create a form of dissonance that can be referred to as impurity (Smith 1993, 293).                 
One system gets contaminated so to say, by certain characteristics of a different system, and an                
individual who works in both of these systems has to be aware of their boundaries and has to                  
respect them, to avoid or deal with this contamination. While Douglas too takes care to point out                 
that dirt is relative, she seems to see it all as part of the same system, and in Smith's description,                    
there is not nearly as strong a sense of ​danger​, as in Douglas' discussion either. 
 
Neusner 
Jacob Neusner draws on models similar or identical to those of Douglas and Smith for different                
communities, but unlike in the previously discussed cases, Neusner argues that these systems are              
making use of two systems in general, a separate and a pre-existing one, of attitudes and social                 
taboos with regards to moral and religious behaviour. The origins and purpose of these systems,               
Neusner argues, cannot be discerned (Neusner 1973, 17). This carries the implication that unlike              




concerned with the boundaries of a particular social system. It is important to note, however, that                
Neusner does not seem to argue against this notion either, but he cautions against viewing the                
qualities discouraged by a particular purity system, as inherently containing information about            
the values of said system (Neusner 1973, 20). 
 
With regards to making use of this overarching and somewhat undefined or undefinable system,              
Neusner focusses on an organisation that emphasises how these sources of impurity are related to               
cultic ritual space. Pre-existing values and laws are turned into metaphors, serving a new purpose               
- a purpose which acts similar to that of the models provided by Smith and Douglas.  
 
Although Neusner does not seem willing to really define a purpose of the first system, he                
describes it overall as a way of providing the individual with a method to understand and express                 
the need for particular social behaviours, especially relating to 'sexual fornication, idolatry, and             
evil doings' (Neusner 1973, 20). This may seem similar to the purpose of individual systems as                
outlined in Smith's model, however, this time, the system with this particular purpose has not               
(yet) been 'mapped out' so to say. 
 
On the other hand, a system that ​has been mapped out can serve several different purposes,                
according to Neusner. The initial Priestly use, he describes as primarily concerned with             
emphasising that cultic life is oriented towards the temple (Neusner 1973, 16). With this system               
in mind, others then define and differentiate themselves in relation to this system, by adapting               




towards other spheres of life that make more sense for the particular sect (Neusner 1973, 17). All                 
of the above seem to fit in a way into a model very similar to what Douglas proposes, where                   
there is a certain hierarchy within a society, cult, or sect, that is enforced by means of purity                  
laws.  
 
Some of the characteristics that Neusner assigns to the overarching system differ quite strongly              
from those we have seen before. Most importantly, impurity here is not yet, or no longer, a                 
metaphor. Sin ​produces impurity, it is not ​like ​impurity, and the impurity it produces has               
possibly very physical consequences (Neusner 1973, 23). In this system, impurity is also not              
related to the cult, participation in the cult, or any such thing. It can be far less neatly defined                   
than in a metaphorical context, encompassing more vague concepts, rather than well-defined            
actions. The focus lies on daily lives, in the home, the street, etc. rather than in cultic space.  
 
Furthermore, it seems implied that this system could very well be concerned with things that are                
considered inherently wrong, depending on the theological interpretation of sin. The fact that             
these sinful behaviours apparently lend themselves well enough to remain relevant and accepted             
across space and time according to Neusner - for he discusses uses of it ranging from prior to the                   
Second Temple period to for example Rabbinic Judaism and Christianity as much as a              
millennium later - seems to agree with this interpretation. This stands in sharp contrast with               
Smith's model in particular, which is centred around the idea that the cause of impurity depends                





In order to make this existing system fit with the kind of mapped systems specific to a certain                  
society, the taboos, etc., are turned into metaphors for what a particular group of people finds to                 
be especially dangerous or immoral. This is visible in justification (though it need not be) and in                 
consequences for the breaking of certain laws, which are primarily concerned with the cult or               
other social structure. Think for example of not being allowed to participate in particular cultic               
rituals, or to enter religious spaces as consequences. 
Klawans 
Lastly, Jonathan Klawans is concerned with a model that contains features from all of the               
aforementioned models, yet does not quite match any of them. His model is focussed on two                
separate realms or states of being. The characteristics of these realms are much like Smith's: they                
are each tied to a particular view of a way in which an individual relates to the world around                   
them, and society. What makes something impure depends on its context, much like for Smith.               
The first of these two realms is referred to as the ritual realm, whereas the other is concerned                  
with morality. The splitting of realms shares similarities with the two different kinds of systems               
Neusner points out - the ritual matching up with that of the cult, while the moral is concerned                  
with a set of rules that seem to stay constant, even if their justification has changed. Klawans,                 
however, has both coexisting at the same time, whereas Neusner seems to be mostly concerned               
with each as the only or primary way of considering impurity by a particular community.  
 
Furthermore, although they are similar, these definitions are not quite the same. Klawans             




(Klawans 2000, 22). The realm of ritual covers that which incurs impermanent punishment:             
caused by interaction with what seem to be largely natural and unavoidable sources of impurity               
that cannot be avoided. It is highly contagious and affects the objects and locations associated               
with the cult, or with society: the (slightly) more artificial part of things that give the individual                 
its function in time and space. On the other hand, the realm of the moral mostly is concerned                  
with that which incurs a longer lasting, and often permanent, kind of consequence. It requires               
some form of punishment or forgiveness to restore the balance, and when this is not possible, the                 
default consequence seems to be exile or isolation of some sort. While this type of impurity is                 
not contagious the way ritual impurity is, Klawans argues that by performing immoral acts, a               
force of sorts is released that may affect not only the individual, but a larger group of people, or                   
society as a whole, and especially also the natural world around them. This is the type of                 
impurity that defiles the earth, and it is strongly associated with sin, whereas sinful behaviour is                
rarely or never the cause of ritual impurity according to Klawans (Klawans 2000, 23). 
 
While the separation of the two systems is such that it is possible for someone to be in a state of                     
ritual impurity without having done anything 'wrong' with regard to the moral realm, and              
similarly, immoral acts need not affect ritual status, Klawans does still see both of those systems                
as part of one overarching system. This is where his model differs from those of Neusner and                 
Smith and matches more closely with that of Douglas. The exact characteristics and function of               
this overarching system remain unclear though - although it may be assumed that the answer,               
much as for the rest of the model, is a mixture of the functions of Douglas', Smith's, and                  




also one that draws on moral and social rules not necessarily drawn up originally for the                
particular social situations applicable to this society, and which creates a moral order not as               
strongly related to social or cultic status, permitting the individual to define themselves and their               
existence in relation to different contexts. 
Evaluation 
While I think that each of the mentioned models has merit to some extent, I find myself leaning                  
towards a solution such as Klawans', where the useful aspects of several models get              
incorporated. Douglas makes a strong case for the manipulation of the social system through a               
system of impurity laws. Especially considering the fact that, as Neusner points out, many rules               
and taboos last beyond a particular cultic setting, it seems fair to assume that such a system was                  
not brought together at random. However, I think Douglas may be pushing slightly too far with                
respect to this, and I do not think that her evidence for the sole or primary function and feature of                    
a symbol system - such as the system of impurity laws being entirely meant for the manipulation                 
of social strata and oppression particular members of society - is nearly as strong as that for the                  
existence of a symbol system, and its purpose of enforcing some form of order on society by                 
providing people with a social and religious context for their life and work.  
 
By incorporating multiple systems within the system, combining Douglas and Smith's models,            
there is more room for nuance and different types of order within the same system. Both Neusner                 
and Klawans provide evidence for the need of that. I think that Neusner's evaluation of the                




different times, provides some interesting thought on the use of definition and differentiation             
between different communities and sects that are in a way still part of a same or similar social                  
and cultic context. Furthermore, I think the approach of mapping out how these shifts take place                
not only from location to location but also within the same community over time, is useful and                 
relevant for trying to understand how these systems relate to their social contexts. By doing so,                
Neusner opens the door to the idea of a system in which not every single rule needs to have an                    
inherent purpose associated with that particular system - as it need not have been designed for                
the particular system we see it functioning in - which allows for more nuance, and cautions                
against ascribing meaning, or a need for meaning and explanation of every single rule. While I                
think that Neusner is still too set on trying to cover the structure of the system in one community                   
as one system, with one primary function, much in the way that Douglas is, the implications of                 
his ideas are very important to keep in mind. 
 
Klawans, on the other hand, barely seems to account for the function of the system described at                 
all, and this opposite extreme carries with it the risk of categorising rules just because they                
happen to share a certain similarity. While a valuable exercise that may allow new larger               
structures to become more visible, doing so does not give enough credit to those in control of the                  
system, or its very strong social function. Nevertheless, out of the four models described, I think                





II.B Nature of Impurity and Sin 
While the above discussion is geared towards understanding the significance of sin and impurity              
in a societal context, I will now turn towards some of the discussion of the metaphorical and                 
theological interpretation. For this, the emphasis lies on the metaphorical language described to             
discuss sin, as the language used to describe a concept can prove quite revealing for the way in                  
which we picture and interact with such a concept, whether in practice it was used purely in a                  
metaphorical sense, or taken more literal. I will first consider Gary Anderson's discussion of sin               
as weight, and later as debt, and the historical transition between these two interpretations, before               
turning towards David Lambert's reading of sin as a limiting force or boundary between God and                
society. For each of these three interpretations, in turn, I will consider the general concept               
outlined, the way in which it relates to textual evidence, and its implications for our               
understanding of sin and impurity. 
Anderson 
In his discussion of the interpretation of the nature of sin in the Bible, Gary Anderson separates                 
out two different images used to describe sin and its relation to impurity. Firstly, he discusses the                 
'old testament' interpretation of sin as a weight, that may be born as a punishment, or removed                 
through forgiveness and/or bearing away. Secondly, and primarily, Anderson turns his focus to             
the understanding of sin as a form of debt that is paid off with physical punishment or cancelled                  




with a particular community or social and religious context, as described by particular Biblical              
texts.  
Sin as weight 
Looking at the language used in the Hebrew Bible, Anderson points out that of the words used in                  
relation to some form of sin, "to bear a sin" (אָשָׂנ) is significantly more common than any other                  
expression (Anderson 2009, 16-7). This expression invokes the image of a burden or load - it is a                  
very physical, concrete kind of image, compared to the more abstract concept of debt for               
example - and it is primarily associated with the idea of weight.  
 
Based on the use and the assigned meaning of the expression, Anderson points out that there are                 
two primary meanings used: to handle or bear a punishment, or to be forgiven (Anderson 2009,                
17). These meanings may initially seem contradictory, but Anderson refers to Baruch Schwartz'             
analysis of the expression (Schwartz 1995, 12-14), in which the relation between these two              
meanings is discussed in depth. Schwartz points out that although it may be less obvious in                
English, in this language too there are two different meanings that can be assigned to the image                 
of bearing or carrying a weight: to have it 'on one's shoulders' so to say, and carry it around,                   
allowing it to weigh you down, or to carry the weight away. The first is the image that                  
corresponds to that of a punishment or result of sin, something that physically or metaphorically               
presses on an individual and makes things harder for them. It is also the meaning most likely to                  
be associated with 'bearing'. On the other hand, Schwartz points out that weight can be 'carried                
off', to be lifted off one individual, and be carried or borne away. This, according to him, is the                   





While Anderson primarily bases his arguments about the existence of this understanding on the              
prevalence of the expression "to bear a sin" (אָשָׂנ) in the Hebrew Bible, just the existence of the                  
expression is not necessarily evidence of an interpretation - after all, it may be that associations                
are being made that are more the result of Anderson's cultural and language background than               
some inherent quality in the text. For this reason, Anderson discusses three particular uses of the                
expression in the Hebrew Bible to demonstrate its relationship to the concept of weight. 
 
The first texts discussed are Isaiah 1 and 5. In these, people carrying sin is compared to the way                   
in which beasts of burden such as donkeys carry their load. The image invoked by this                
comparison is one of weight carried along as the individual, or the animal, moves. It is not left                  
behind, nor shaken off, it is their job to bear it until such a moment that someone ​else decides to                    
remove it.  
 
Secondly, Anderson also discusses the similar reference to a beast of burden in Leviticus 16,               
however, rather than the individual bearing sin being equivalent to the animal, it is now the                
animal that carries away the weight, much as it does with its usual load after it has been                  
transferred. It is implied thereby that the load that is transferred from the individual is similar to                 
the animal's usual (physical) burden, and provides an image for the concept of bearing away sin                
as the method for removing it which is translated as forgiveness. Based on these first two images,                 
one could argue that it suggests a very physical interpretation of sin as if it is a genuinely                  





Lastly, Anderson also discusses a text that does not invoke any image related to animals as                
previously, but rather the idea of the body being affected by a heavyweight. In Ezekiel 4, the                 
effects of a punishment are described as that which would be felt by the body if it were placed on                    
its side, with a heavyweight pressing it down. Once again, the image evoked is rather physical,                
and it thereby also equates suffering due to sin to physical punishment. 
 
Understanding sin like this may raise a number of questions with regard to its nature and relation                 
to impurity. Considering that the image itself is very physical and concrete in nature, does this                
mean that sin and/or impurity is thought of as possessing an actual physical quality that clings to                 
individuals and contaminates a community? Or is it primarily intended as a particularly vivid              
metaphor for what happens emotionally due to guilt - often regarded as a (by)product of sin? Is                 
the weight the sin itself, or is it the physical manifestation of impurity or guilt - which may refer                   
either to the quality of ​being guilty or of the emotional state of ​feeling ​guilty? And if this weight                   
can be transferred so as to be lifted off one individual, does that mean that it will then rest on the                     
person who lifted it off, and can it be destroyed, or only moved away? These are only some of                   
the questions that come to mind when considering the implication of thinking of sin as weight,                
and while Anderson touches on some of them, he provides no strong arguments for any answers                
in particular. 
Sin as debt 
According to Anderson, the expressions used in the Biblical material suggest that during the              




impurity. Phrases that in older sources are clearly meant to invoke a very literal and physical                
image of weight, start to show up translated into Aramaic as 'assuming debt' instead (Anderson               
2009, 28). This shift, Anderson argues, was likely due to the pre-existing language for this in                
Aramaic, and once that language started to become more common, the Hebrew equivalent             
phrases started to change in meaning to adapt to this different way of talking about sin and                 
impurity.  
 
The image of debt referred to here is the idea that when a sin is committed, much like if you had                     
cheated or breached a contract, the one who did the wrong owes some type of restoration and                 
retribution to another entity. In the case of sin, it is most commonly God who is described as the                   
creditor, 'taking payment' from those who wronged him. Likewise, the meaning of forgiveness             
has shifted, according to Anderson, from the lifting off and bearing away of the burdens of one's                 
sin, to the cancellation of bonds of indebtedness. This, like the aforementioned shifts in              
language, shows up in a number of different texts which Anderson draws on for evidence. 
 
Firstly, Anderson points out that in both vocabulary and syntax, many Hebrew texts dated to the                
Second Temple period reflect Aramaic influences (Anderson 2009, 27). Secondly, he states that             
from the Second Temple period onwards, the description of sin as debt becomes significantly              
more prominent. For the early stages of this change, he seems to primarily draw on evidence                
from Aramaic Targums, rabbinic commentaries, Matthew's Gospel, and the Damascus covenant.           
Most of these texts referred to as evidence for the influence of Aramaic, are commonly dated                




that they demonstrate that by the time of their creation, a shift in perspective had taken place in                  
Aramaic, I would not consider them particularly strong evidence that the shift in Hebrew              
terminology was necessarily ​due to the influence of Aramaic. However, whether the origin of the               
shift in imagery lay primarily in language which then caused a change in theology, or in more                 
theological foundations, is not necessarily of much importance for the discussion of the concept              
an sich​.  
 
With that in mind, I will now focus on some of the parts of Anderson's evidence which best seem                   
to demonstrate this shift in the description of sin. In his comparison of the Hebrew text and the                  
Targums for Leviticus 5:1 and 24:15, phrases that in Hebrew mean 'to bear the weight of sin', as                  
discussed in section II.B on ​sin as weight​, are roughly translated with an Aramaic idiom meaning                
'to assume a debt'. Similarly, in Genesis 50:17 and Exodus 10:17, the bearing away of 'the                
burden' of sin, is translated as the remitting of the debt of a sin (Anderson 2009, 28). As such, it                    
is shown that in direct translation, or at least in order for that translation to be sensible to the                   
audience in Aramaic, a change in imagery was considered necessary. This might be either due to                
a change in the kind of theological imagery already in use at the time that was being promoted,                  
or it might reflect merely an equivalent expression in a different language which had the same                
literal meaning but evoked a different image.  
 
That this is not merely a change in language, but also in theology is perhaps better described by                  
the way Rabbinic commentaries discuss passages in which the bearing or removal of sin plays a                




described as a creditor, someone who 'takes payment' of a debt, in a passage discussing Exodus                
14:21. The debt, in this case, is owned by 'those bent on destroying Israel', or more specifically,                 
those that followed the Israelites in trying to cross the sea, and payment takes the form of death -                   
a physical punishment (Anderson 2009, 30). The cause of the debt is left open here, although                
presumably, it would be defying God's command to let the Israelites go, which could be               
considered a sin indeed. Thereby, this interpretation shows the idea of approaching sin (or              
disobedience to God at least) as causing a kind of debt which is repaid through receiving                
(physical) punishment of some sort.  
 
One of the primary consequences of this understanding of sin is that it puts God in the position of                   
the creditor. While Anderson voices the concern that this may make God seem like "a               
small-minded accountant whose relationship to Israel is somewhat vindictive" (Anderson 2009,           
54), he argues that considering the evil that sin brings into the world, it would make sense that                  
some consequence is required to restore the balance, and even goes as far as to argue that the                  
understanding of God as a consistent and fair accountant at least, is comforting, especially in the                
context of exile for example. Knowing that punishment will be finite, and therefore that suffering               
will end at some point, should be a cause of relief according to Anderson.  
 
It should also, according to Anderson, not be seen as a lack of justice that God seems to punish                   
the Israelites more than the peoples around them. Instead, he argues that by regularly punishing               
them a heaping up of sin is avoided, and thereby God makes sure the scale of actions and                  




does not bother doing for those people he cares less about (Anderson, 90). However, considering               
that Anderson also argues that God by no means has to act within the constraints of justice                 
(Anderson 2009, 96) - which by itself begs the question of whether that means he is still a just                   
god - this seems unnecessary. If God is able and willing to mess with this system of credits and                   
debits (Anderson, 99), as Anderson suggests, why should he have to punish the Israelites as               
much as he does?  
 
At this point, Anderson's arguments seem to become more and more about filling up the holes in                 
an attempt to avoid any inconsistencies between the different descriptions of God and making              
quite large leaps in reasoning to reach his desired outcome. While he certainly makes some fair                
and interesting points while pointing out different ways of understanding debt, I think he              
stretches his arguments about the connections between them too far, especially once explaining             
the relationships between God, Adam and Eve, and the death of Christ, in the form of debt.  
Lambert 
Sin as a barrier 
In ​How Repentance Became Biblical​, David Lambert argues that sin in the Hebrew Bible has the                
quality of drastically changing the way in which God and society are able to interact. It does so                  
by providing a barrier between God and society (Lambert 2016, 25), which keeps God from               
accessing his mercy (Lambert 2016, 24), infuriating him, and making for example prayer or              
mourning futile. Lambert does not argue that this is a consistent view throughout the entirety of                




and its removal changes to allow for second chances (Lambert 2016, 86). Furthermore, Lambert              
argues that this is the effect of sin due to the way it disturbs the usual balance with justice                   
(Lambert 2016, 25). His suggestion that sin has substantial negative consequences for God             
himself, limiting him, upsetting him, etc. is quite different from the qualities of sin that have                
been discussed previously. 
 
While Lambert draws on a wide range of texts to support his statements, they do for the most                  
part seem to be exilic or post-exilic, and those that will be discussed here as illustrations of the                  
relationship between Lambert's arguments and the texts, are relatively late. First, Lambert draws             
on Jeremiah 14:10-12 and Jonah 1:4-16 to illustrate the kind of disturbance sin is described to                
cause between God and society (Lambert 2016, 25). God is said to refuse to listen to the outcries                  
of the people or accept their sacrifices, which are generally central to the interaction between the                
people and their deity. Furthermore, in the story of Jonah lots are drawn once the sailors are                 
aware of the fact that something is wrong. Attempting to appeal to God is not deemed effective,                 
in a way that according to Lambert suggests that prayers and appeals must not have seemed very                 
realistic options for the people. Without access to their usual forms of communication, this              
means that there must be some other way for the people to restore their relationship.  
 
Furthermore, not only can God not be reached through prayer and appeals, but he, according to                
Lambert, also is restricted by sin. His access to communication, just like for the people, is not                 
working the way it should, and since communication is for example necessary to access mercy,               




makes a similar argument to Anderson's about (one of) the function(s) of the agreement between               
God and the people, suggesting that it is not necessarily to prompt people to actively avoid                
sinning. Lambert, like Anderson, argues rather that it provides a form of structure and              
boundaries, and promotes a specific kind of relationship between God and his people within              
these boundaries. He supports this view by considering Jubilees 1:22 and 4Q216 I, 12-17, a text                
from the Dead Sea scrolls (Lambert 2016, 132). In 4Q216 I, 12-17, it is emphasised that God is                  
justified in what he does, but especially, that awareness and knowledge of what one is doing                
wrong is of importance here (Lambert 2016, 132). Furthermore, it is pointed out that this should                
be a source of comfort for society, since God promises to be steadfast in his treatment, regardless                 
of how it may seem at times. This part especially is quite similar to the one posed by Anderson. 
 
As mentioned, Lambert brings up the fact that having knowledge of, or rather, acknowledging              
and understanding a sin, is a prerequisite for the sin's removal (Lambert 2016, 133). This, he                
argues, is not necessarily because it will prompt people to sin less, or actively change their ways,                 
but it serves as a tool in being readied or capable of transformation, thereby bridging the gap                 
between the human who sins and may seem unworthy of being forgiven, and God, as the person                 
admits their sins, so that the ball is in the deity's court, so to say. This 'objectifying' of sin                   
through confession, as Lambert describes it, is not new at the time that it appears in Biblical texts                  
either. Referring to a Mesopotamian source that dates most likely more than a millennium prior               
to the Biblical sources that have been referred to so far, Lambert argues that it would be incorrect                  





That is not to say, however, that Lambert argues that the view of sin and repentance has stayed                  
entirely constant. Naming Ezekiel 18:5-20 as an example, he points out a shift in perspective               
where the text indicates that sins from the forefathers are no longer carried over, and God has                 
started giving second chances. This is a significant development in Lambert's interpretation of             
these concepts, as here, forgiveness becomes relevant, rather than just appeasement (Lambert            
2016, 86).  
 
One of the consequences of Lambert's argument that highlights something that Anderson, for             
example, has not touched upon much, is the importance of the removal of the object of sin, in the                   
process of averting punishment (Lambert 2016, 24). This is an aspect of the restoration process               
that is not strongly emphasised by either the interpretation of sin as debt or as weight. To remove                  
the object of sin does little to repay God, or to otherwise cleanse the one who has sinned, instead                   
focussing on first removing the cause of the imbalance, or the cause God's ire, before one sets                 
about repairing the damage done. This brings attention to a particular quality of sin that is                
perhaps overlooked by Anderson: its contagiousness. The fact that certain objects or acts can put               
a community in such a position that those around it, both people and objects, are affected by it,                  
until this barrier between God and the community is so large that God cannot access his mercy,                 
as Lambert describes it, is a reason to give removal of objects and people a primary position in                  
how to deal with sin, and thereby, explains why so many laws and regulations seem to call for                  
some form of banishment or separation from the community as a consequence of sin. Here,               





In both Lambert and Anderson's approaches, a wide range of documents is taken in consideration               
in order to compare and contrast different interpretations originating in different times and             
places, allowing for the drawing up of some kind of genealogy, where the development of certain                
interpretations and changes in interpretations of certain concepts are brought to the foreground.             
This approach depends largely on connecting different texts from different periods, and in both              
works, some of the connections made are stronger than others. However, it was especially in               
Anderson's writing that there seemed to be a very strong drive towards promoting certain              
theological statements as potentially Biblical by connecting them to older texts through leaps of              
interpretation, to the extent that criticism on the strength of his connections seemed to be               
significantly reduced in the second part of his book.  
 
Despite this, both make some strong and interesting claims about qualities of sin shown through               
the metaphorical use of language relating to it. I think the change in use of language relating to                  
weight, to that relating to debt that Anderson works with, is quite interesting, as is the suggestion                 
of Lambert that the language used reflects an image of a deity who is somehow impaired by sin -                   
incapable rather than unwilling to listen and forgive.  
 
This forms an interesting contrast with Anderson's struggle to argue against what he himself says               
may be seen as a rather vindictive and punishing God when he is depicted as the creditor. It is                   




hands - which Lambert argues is indeed a large part of the reason that confession of sin is so                   
important. It means that once that debt and/or sin is acknowledged, it is now God who decides                 
the price, and the responsibility for relief from suffering due to sin is also moved to the deity.                  
The question about responsibility for suffering is thereby put in the spotlight, as well as the idea                 
of sin and the approach to sin as a coping mechanism of sorts, to deal with punishment or                  
suffering that one is unable to change. This stands in contrast to the type of institutionalised                
mechanism to maintain a certain power structure in society that was discussed in the first half of                 




III. Impurity, sin, and society in Leviticus 16 
Having considered the way in which the nature of sin and impurity, and the larger model they                 
may fit in reflect and affect the way in which a society functions, as well as some of the ways in                     
which the language used may highlight particularly powerful qualities of (systems of) sin in              
relation to the communities that use them, it is time to turn to the way in which the language and                    
depiction of sin and impurity in Leviticus 16 fit with these models and theories. From the text of                  
Leviticus 16, five particular qualities of sin and its treatment may be discerned: it ​is not impurity                 
but it likely causes it, sin clings to people and objects, it is contagious, spreading of impurity due                  
to sin is solved by permanent separation of it, and lastly, removal of both impurity and sin                 
requires a High Priest. 
 
The first quality, as discussed for verse 16 in section I.A, is made clear by the difference in                  
listing the things the shrine and Israelites are being purged of. Sin is listed as 'included' twice,                 
once in a list that does include impurities (v 16), and once in a list that does not (v 21). As such,                      
it is most likely included in the term 'transgressions' which is the part of the list that remains the                   
same between each. That sin does possibly cause impurity is implied by the fact that abiding                
among impurities is given as the reason why the Tent of Meeting needs purging in the first place                  
(v 16), and it would make sense for the second half of this purgation ritual - the purging of the                    
people from amongst other, sin - to be related to that, most likely in the sense that it removes the                    
source of the impurity, so as to avoid new contamination of the Tent of Meeting due to the same                   





The fact that sin attaches itself to both people and objects is shown by the manner in which it is                    
removed. In the case of the inner shrine, direct physical contact between the blood which the                
impurities and sin attach themselves to and the objects being purged is required. The blood is                
sprinkled ​on the Ark, on the floor, and on the altar (vv 14 -15, 18). The purging happens by the                    
detachment of the sin from one thing, due to attachment to another. It is transferred. This is even                  
more clear in the transfer of sins from the people to the scapegoat in verse 21. There are two                   
things required for the transfer: what is translated here as 'confession' and the leaning of the High                 
Priest's hands onto the goat's head. As explained in section I.A, the Hebrew term for confession                
has the connotation of opening up, bringing into the open these sins, essentially drawing them               
out and creating a degree of separation from them. Following this, by leaning on the goat, the                 
now more vulnerable and loosened sins are transferred, and the goat is made to bear them.                
Regardless of the exact interpretation of 'bearing', it is undeniable that sin here is assigned a                
quality of being able to be detached from the people, and attached to the goat in some way, no                   
matter how temporarily. 
 
This purposeful transfer, however, is clearly not the only way in which sin and impurity can                
spread. They do not remain neatly attached to their original source, for if that were the case, the                  
sacrificial altar, Ark, and Holy of Holies themselves would need to have accumulated sin and               
impurity due to actions performed directly by or on them. If they had not, they would not require                  
purging, which is most definitely the intention of the ritual, as verse 16 states. It is highly                 




Holies or Ark, as Yom Kippur is simultaneously described as the ​only instance in which the High                 
Priest may enter this space at all (v 2). Although the sacrificial altar could possibly directly be                 
made impure through incorrect sacrifice and disobedience of God, this still does not explain the               
need to purge the Holy of Holies and the Ark, unless a contagious quality is at work.  
  
The fourth quality mentioned is about the way in which sin may be dealt with: permanent                
separation. The clearest example of this is the scapegoat. Regardless of how one decides to               
interpret ​azazel​, the wilderness or desert it is sent to is explicitly referred to as an infertile or                  
inaccessible region (v 22). Whether this is as 'permanent' as death or not, the intention seems to                 
be to permanently separate the goat and the sins it bears from the Israelite community, which                
would make sense if access means continued contamination. Furthermore, the carcasses of the             
goat and bull whose blood is used for the purging of the Shrine, and which have thus via that                   
blood 'soaked up' the impurities and sins so to say, need to be burned, not in a ritual manner (v                    
27), thereby permanently removing all contaminated parts of them that people might otherwise             
have gotten in contact with. There is one last way in which the (permanent) separation from an                 
impure or sinful environment may be depicted as the best way to deal with it in Leviticus 16.                  
God's presence is residing in the Holy of Holies (see section I.D on ​the presence of God, and v                   
2), and while the text of Leviticus 16 itself does not explicitly state that impurity may cause this                  
presence to be retracted, the proximity of the impurity (due to sin) to God's presence is clearly a                  
source of concern (v 16). Milgrom makes a convincing argument regarding the fact that this               




separate the Israelites from God, and God from their pollution in a way very similar to the                 
separation between the Israelites and the scapegoat. 
 
Lastly, the text confirms the need for a High Priest in order to purge both sanctuary and people                  
of sin and impurity. The High Priest plays a key role in every single part of the ritual, and it is                     
confirmed both by verse 2 and verse 32 that Aaron and the High Priests that will come after him                   
shall be the ones performing ​kipper​. As such, the High Priest is made indispensable if the                
Israelites want to avoid accumulating large amounts of impurity over time, and very likely, if               
they want to maintain their relationship with God.  
 
These qualities of sin may now shed some light on exactly what the system of impurity and sin                  
looks like in Leviticus 16, and how it stands in relation to the community. For example, the fact                  
that sin and impurity are contagious justifies the use of separation as a consequence for dealing                
with them, which in turn makes them a useful social tool. However, there is a big difference                 
between temporary and permanent exclusion from the community. While the former may be             
used to regulate societal status, the way Douglas describes, permanent exclusion from a             
community if it concerned the people is an enormous sanction, both for the community because               
it shrinks rather than gaining a more useful member through social regulation, and for the               
individual. The permanence in the exclusion implied to be required for sin in particular in               
Leviticus 16 then seems problematic if one were to argue that it is intended to create a hierarchy                  
and regulate the society. If however, as Klawans shows, impurity due to ritual or unavoidable               




attracts more long-term or permanent sanctions, it would make sense to group sin under these               
moral impurities. Laws regarding transgressions that cause ritual impurity then ​would be able to              
function as the societal tool that Douglas describes, while sin and moral impurity would more               
likely be part of a different system, serving a different function.  
 
Milgrom's interpretation of the effect of (moral) impurity on the presence of God, combined with               
Neusner's approach to the system of purity might be able to offer a possible function. After all, it                  
would make sense that the particular laws used to create a certain hierarchy and structure in a                 
society would be highly dependent on their context in time and space and therefore somewhat               
particular to individual communities. If moral impurity, caused by sin, is then argued to endanger               
the presence of God, it suggests that it must protect the community from something very big.                
Something that would be worth losing community members over. The function of morals in a               
society seems to be to make ​any society function together. More morally oriented laws such as                
not murdering each other, not stealing, or giving false oaths, tend to function to keep a(ny)                
society, and justice system, from losing its use and falling apart. Which may be part of why                 
Neusner found that the moral dimension of the system remained much more steady over time, as                
they are more potentially universally applicable. To keep the Israelites functional as a             
community might be a high enough stake to justify sanctions such as permanent exclusion, as               
you are removing the danger to a community before they can drive the entirety of the community                 





However, this anxiety of losing God's presence and the community then falling apart - which               
need not inherently be enforced with the creation of a political hierarchy in mind at all - is used                   
in Leviticus 16 to put the priests, especially the High Priest, in an undeniable position of                
prominence. The way Leviticus 16 describes it, the High Priest would be the only hope the                
Israelites have to purge themselves and the sanctuary of sin and impurity. Regardless of the rules                
enforced by the ritual impurity laws then, it is the ​moral impurity coming from sin which adds                 
the urgency, which in turn makes the role of the High Priest so important. Suddenly, the High                 
Priest is the only one who can re-establish and maintain that relationship with God and keep the                 
community from falling apart. As such, the two systems of Neusner overlap and are interwoven.               
Although one might question to what extent the Israelites further removed from the priests also               
placed them at the center of their thinking, for the source of Leviticus 16 at least, this is most                   
certainly the case. The fact that High Priest essentially fulfils the same part as the king in the                  
Mesopotamian Akitu festival (section I.D on ​the Akitu Festival​), only confirms that it is very               
much the intention to give him a role of great prominence and importance to the community.  
Conclusion 
To conclude, sin and impurity as described in Leviticus 16 suggest that there are two systems at                 
work here, which can be roughly divided along the lines of Klawans' separation between ritual               
and moral impurity, where ritual impurity functions most likely in a way more similar to that                
described by Douglas, and by Neusner's community-specific aspect of the system, while moral             
impurity is (partially) caused by sin, and functions much like the more lasting moral side of                




the structure and hierarchy of one individual society as Douglas describes, and is connected in               
Leviticus 16 to the community's understanding of the need to keep God present and maintain               
their relationship with him. Although this moral dimension overlaps with, and is incorporated             
into the more community-specific hierarchy's ritual impurity structure, as is shown in Leviticus             
16 by the way in which the described qualities of sin and impurity require heavy involvement of                 
a High Priest in order to save the community from disaster and maintain their relationship to                
God, it does not ​always have to work that way. What is referred to as 'moral' law and its function                    
may be highly dependent on the background of the one classifying laws, for example, such as                
someone from a society in which these are regarded as moral and a necessity for society - in part                   
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